
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  1  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 3 - 4 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Cartoons – Looney Tunes (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.30 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
Returning to their teams, everyone can’t use the skill that they have practiced diligently for they 
haven’t cooperated for a long time. Flash Team is in particular. Frank is very worried about Tina 
who doesn’t have a fixed skill after returning the team. With the help of Luke, Dream Team 
research new skills of each team. Meanwhile, the competition is on. Horace wants to perform well 
in the competition. Therefore, he plays numerous tricks and lies in the game and defeat Field 

Team.  
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

During the grand opening of a lakeside fruit stand, a monster attacks. Alfred and the 
others all saw something different and fight about what they saw. Alfred investigates and 
discovers a platypus is in the area and was upset since its nesting area was disturbed. 
 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
The shop tournament has reached the semi-finals, and Kamui stands before Aichi. These two have 
agreed not to goeasy on each other just before the matches, and the fight begins amidst all the 
anxiety. Will Aichi be able to showKamui how much he has progressed as a Vanguard fighter!? 

 

11.00 Globo Loco (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 
The beginning of show 5 starts with two pantomime horses on running machines – the first to fall off 
turns into glue. A stuffed dead badger, a hamster in a running ball and a bag of earth worms are 
attached to three helium filled weather balloons when the tethers are cut we see which one will take 
to the air. 

 

11.30  Tricky TV (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
There is a massive food poisoning case in the neighbourhood! Anthony’s favourite Indian Rojak 
shop was pinpointed to be the cause of the poisoning. Insistent that there’s more than meets the 
eye, Nick and Ronnie set out to find the real culprit behind the food poisoning and clear the name 
for the innocent owner of the Rojak shop once and for all.  Meanwhile, Ashraf has discovered that 
Anthony is in fact Nick’s dad. Using the information as leverage, Ashraf makes Nick as his personal 
butler to do his bidding. But just as things begin to look rosy for everyone, a bright flash of light 
appears in the kitchen. 

 

12.30PM Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   
No longer invisible, Speed's plan to rescue Conor goes awry. With the Mach 6 finally within Zile's 
grasp, Speed and the others must work fast in order to escape and ensure he never obtains the 
secrets of the Mach 6.  



 
 

 
 

okto SUNDAY  1  JANUARY  2012 
 

1.00PM Arthur (Sr 13 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

1.30  Deadly 60 Sr 1: Specials (Ep 5 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
2.00  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 17 - 20 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: Why Not? (Eps 7 – 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 2 / Eps 5 – 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 1 / Eps 5 – 6 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

7.00         Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

Speed arrives at the Racing Academy to fulfill his dream of becoming a world famous 
racer. While settling into his new home, he makes friends with Conor, Lucy and Chim 
Chim and quickly finds he already has enemies in X and Annalise.  

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

On a school field trip to some underground caverns, Zoe works to befriend a new student 
who was feeling friendless and missing a lost pet lizard.  When the girl spots a new lizard 
and wanders away from the group, she soon realizes that much larger reptiles lurk within 
these caves.  Fortunately, the Euoplocephalus she approaches proves to be friendly, but 
the same cannot be said of the dinosaurs the Alpha Gang unleashes to catch it.  Once 
again, it’s up to the D-Team and their dinosaurs to stop the Alpha Gang and save their 
newfound friend. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Whether there’s trouble in the heartland or strife in a shopping mall, the Magnificent Heroes 
will save the day. Or will they? After a fierce battle at a power plant, Singapore’s celebrated 
superheroes wake up to find that they’ve lost their superpowers and have become all too 
human. Studying for exams, changing people’s minds, getting to work on time - all just got 
a whole lot harder. To make matters worse, the Pretty Boyz are back in town. The world’s 
bitchiest bad guys are out to turn the glossy, glitzy shopping malls of Orchard Road into 
one big chaotic, unglam mess. Will the Magnificent Heroes be able to fight the traffic and 
drown out noisy buskers to make sure Singaporeans shop safely again? 

 
 



okto SUNDAY 1  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           Secrets Of Body Language (Part 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Gestures, facial expressions and body movement compose ninety-three percent of 
communication only seven percent of understanding derives from words. Experts in non-
verbal signals will deconstruct video footage of people from iconic moments in history, 
past and present, to reveal what was truly being said. Learn how subtle movements are 
used to persuade masses, establish power, and advance careers most often without 
anyone knowing it. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Mongol (Mongolian Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院) 

Filmed in the very lands that gave birth to Genghis Khan, MONGOL transports us back to 
a distant and exotic period in world history; to a nomad’s landscape of endless space, 
climatic extremes and ever-present danger.  In a performance of powerful stillness and 
subtlety, celebrated young Japanese actor Asano Tadanobu (“Zatoitchi”, “Last Life in the 
Universe”) captures the inner fire that enabled a hunted boy to become a legendary 
conqueror.  Masterfully blending action and emotion against some of the most arresting 
terrain on earth, Bodrov delivers an exciting and awe-inspiring tale of survival and triumph, 
and a love story for the ages.  Starring Tadanobu Asano, Honglei Sun and Khulan 
Chuluun. 

 
12.20AM        Close 

 
 

  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  2  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Ling gives Miss P, Sham and Didi a fright when she stomps into the club wearing her giant 
dino-shoes! She tells everyone that she loves dinosaurs. Miss P decides to send the 
agents out to learn more about dinosaurs! THE BIG WORD introduces the word 'gigantic' 
which means very, very, very big! Miss P points out that there is a small word hidden in the 
Big Word and asks Sham if he can find it. Sham finds the small word 'ant', a small insect 
with 6 legs! Didi teaches the children how to do the Dancing Dinos in ROCKIN' RHYTHM 
while Sham, Adventure Boy goes to the bird park to find birds which are related to 
dinosaurs on his ADENTURE QUEST. Miss P teaches children how to move like a baby 
dinosaur in BBB (aka BRAIN-BODY-BALANCE). In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling, Craft Genius 
shows how creative hands can bring imagination to life by teaching viewers how to make a 
paper dinosaur. 

 

9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Lionel is master of ceremonies of this first annual music awards show, featuring favorite 
tunes from Between the Lions and very tasty awards. 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 1 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

How much do you know about animals?  Did you know that a camel's nostrils close 
so sand can't get inside?  That frogs dry up without the icky slime on their skin?  



That binturongs smell like popcorn?  Do you even know what a binturong looks 
like?  Zoboomafoo can help you answer all these wacky questions, along with 
'creature adventurers' Martin and Chris Kratt, experts in zoology and biology.  
Zoboomafoo is every kid's dream, a playful little lemur who appears in real-life, 
puppet, animation and claymation form.   
 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 1 – 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00               oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

It's time for Bedtime Bear to give his friends an inside look into his nightly duties! With a 
tricky pudding pile threatening Care-a-lot, will some of the other Care Bears be able to 
“walk a mile in his ooze”?  Bumpity and Tweazle decide to make snow, but Care-a-Lot 
accidentally gets covered with a blanket of negative flakes called “no-snow” instead. Can 
two negatives make a positive as Grumpy and McKenna look for a solution? 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 
 
 

 
 
okto MONDAY  2  JANUARY  2012 
 

2.00PM Zoboomafoo (Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 1 – 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Junior Jams (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: Little Coach (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Arthur (Sr 13 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Jiang Chuan City comes back to be peaceful as usual after the end of national 
competition. Summer vacation is coming, Jacky receive an invitation of " worldwide Yoyo 
competition" for "Blazing Team”, but when he want to call in all the team members to 



attend the competition, he finds out that Ken, Jerry and Lily all leave the city for some 
reason. At this time, an stranger attacks Jacky stating that he will stop Jacky to attend the 
worldwide competition. After an investigation by Jacky and Sandy, they find that some 
strange players with face shield attacks couple Yoyo city recently. However they don't 
know the aim of these strangers and feel so worried. In order to cherish the only chance of 
attending the worldwide competition, Jacky decides to ignore the threats from the 
strangers and he start to find new team members with Liam. 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When there’s a break-in at the WOOHP Experimental Lab, Jerry swiftly summons Lee, 
Marc, Megan and Tony to check it out. After a bit of investigation and a bit of fun playing 
with the various gadgets at the way-cool, Willy Wonka-like laboratory what the spies 
discover is that a new gadget is missing – a gadget with the ability to super-size things! 
And that’s not all they find. Using the infrared function of their Eye-Tech, they discover a 
small shoe print…that they presume belongs to the intruder. However, after an analysis of 
the print by Jerry, they are more confused than ever because the print seems to be the 
size of a child’s foot.  

 
7.00  Phineas And Ferb (Yr 1 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids) 

After Phineas and Ferb learn about Ancient Greece at their local museum, they set out to 
recreate a chariot race which turns into a raucous competition with Buford through the 
streets of Danville.  For once Candace has someone on her side – a reality show to help 
her bust her brothers in the act.  While the boys come up with a white water rafting ride, 
Candace and the crew of “Leave the Busting to Us!” catch it all on camera.  But will she 
really bust them this time or will Dr. D’s evil scheme erase all the evidence once again? 

 
 

 

okto MONDAY  2  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.30PM Mudpit (Ep 23 / Schoolkids)  

When Reese befriends a female avatar who turns out to be in a wheelchair, his good-
natured kindness is mistaken for pity. Meanwhile, Fitzy gets rich and decides to hire a 
replacement to run the café for him. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 40 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

We celebrate 2012 with a bang! Ooboo and Booboo waste no time in making their arts 
resolutions for the new year. Then our hosts and a new Challenger get down and dirty in 
the Ceramic Art Challenge. Who will reign supreme in the new year?  Find out, only on 
KNOCKOUT! 
 

8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R) 

When you combine blown up balloons and skewers, there is sure to be lots of BANGS and 
POPS! Watch as the two teams battle it out to pierce as many balloons as they possibly 
can without popping them, in 2 minutes. The team with the most pierced balloons will 
claim the first 10 points and “burst” into the lead.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

okto MONDAY  2  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL  NIGHT: Madagascar: Land Of Heat And Dust (Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

David Attenborough observes the wildlife of the desert-like west and south of the island, 
an area where dry spells can last months and survival is a struggle.  Among the rare 
species featured are the Verreaux’s sifaka, the mouse lemur and the ring-tailed lemur. 

 

10.00  How To Take Stunning Pictures: Portrait (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Celebrity photographer Harry Borden has photographed everyone from Angelina 
Jolie to Dizzie Rascal. In this programme, he shows two aspiring photographers 
how to turn their snapshots of friends and family into stunning portraits. 

 
10.30  Art And The City: Chicago (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Reporter and writer David Keeps visits Chicago and stays at Hotel Burham, situated 
in an original skyscraper. He goes to Millennium Prak to see Anish Kapoor’s 
sculpture, eats in Greektown, and visits the studio of photographer Melanie Schiff. 
He takes in the masterpieces at the Art Institute of Chicago and loops through the 
gallery district to visit Monique Meloche’s gallery. 

 

11.00   Arts.21 (Ep 23 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode takes a look at some of the DW-TV reporters' most exciting cultural trips 
around the world. 

 
11.30   Euromaxx (Ep 26 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode features the literary legacy of Charles Dickens, German photographer 
Thomas Wrede, the ‘fado’ music of Portugal, an unusual hotel in Berlin, and a new 
museum for horse fans in Slovenia.  

 
12.00AM         Close 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto TUESDAY  3  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Sham and Didi find Ling carefully putting away some of her craftwork from her garden creatures 
collection. They pretend to be butterflies and bees looking for nectar when Miss P walks in holding 
a bunch of lovely flowers. Miss P tells them that  flowers not only provide food for the insects, they 
have other important functions. The agents decide to find out what they are. THE BIG WORD for 
the day is 'crysanthemum' and the small word hidden in the Big Word is 'anthem', a song of 
celebration that represents a country or a special group. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi leads 
everybody in a special flower dance called the hula. Sham goes in search of different flower scents 
in his ADVENTURE QUEST and discovers that flowers can be used to make perfumes! Sham even 
gets to make a scent of his own! In BBB, Miss P shows the children how to fly and float like the 
pollen found in flowers while Ling shows everyone how to make a family flower pot in RAZZLE 
DAZZLE. 
 

9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Farm animals have a lot to teach Lionel and Leona about the power of writing, and the value of 
helping. 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 3 – 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Funshine's feeling lost after losing his belly badge until Grizzle comes to destroy Care-a-Lot with 
Funshine's badge glued to his tummy! Using his smarts, Funshine proves that it's not the badge 
that makes the bear.  McKenna is learning about giving, so Grizzle tries to trap McKenna and the 
Care Bears at a “giving party”. When McKenna's gift to Mr. Beaks throws Grizzle for a loop, he 
accidentally gives them a gift they'll never forget. 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 3 – 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 



 
 

 
 

 
okto TUESDAY  3  JANUARY  2012 
 

4.00PM oktOriginal: Junior Jams (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Little Coach (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Arthur (Sr 13 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
According to the information provided by Sandy, Liam comes to the first destination Wu Han City 
finding the top player During this period, Liam happens to know Kelvin who is taking care of him 
when he lose his wallet. Kelvin reminds the pictures that he was fighting with his brother after he 
knows Liam is finding Golden Tornado. On the other hand, Jacky goes back to his hometown Xi 
Chang City for finding 5A top player. He meets up his Yoyo teacher Mr Lee. 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

In a teaser, we see a small, orbiting space pod knocked down to Earth by an asteroid. 
Meanwhile, in two scenes, Lee, Marc, Megan and Tony are hanging out with their parents 
when they’re suddenly attacked. To the kids’ shock, Cal and Karen are able to fend off 
their attackers with surprise ability/agility. Next, Jerry summons the spies to investigate the 
fallen pod from the teaser. After studying it and gathering some clues, they notice 
someone in a boat nearby watching. After a chase, the spies ultimately capture the 
person. Back at WOOHP, Jerry and the spies interrogate the person, Larry, only to find 
that he works for another spy group called OOPSIE. 
 

7.00  Phineas And Ferb (Yr 1 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids) 
While skating at the roller rink, Phineas, Ferb and Candace realize their grandma is an awesome 
skater…who used to be part of a championship roller derby team.  They decide it would be fun to 
bring back the old days and set up a roller derby rink in the backyard so Grandma Betty Jo can 
skate against her old rival Gretchen, who happens to be Jeremy’s grandma.  The old ladies get 
their grandkids to team up with them and now Candace is worried that Jeremy won’t like her if she 
beats him.  It’s such a nice day that Phineas and Ferb have decided to do nothing.  That’s right, 
nothing at all.  But Candace doesn’t believe them and insists that they are up to something. She 
drives herself into a complete panic and ends up building something she thinks Phineas and Ferb 
would build just so she can get on with her day and make it to her parade with Jeremy in time. 

 
7.30  Mudpit (Ep 24 / Schoolkids)  

When Liam’s dad threatens to put an end to Liam’s Muzika career, MUDPIT attempts to 
show him why Muzika is the greatest thing ever. 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Can I Eat Like A Gladiator? (Schoolkids / R)  

The Gastronuts sample foods that have kept soldiers fighting fit down the ages from 
gladiators to astronauts. Dishes range from whole roasted pig, to weevil infested biscuits 
and army rations that cook themselves without using a cooker or fire. 

 
8.30  The Prime Radicals (Ep 10 / Schoolkids)  



Uncle Norm’s top-secret storage system gets an upgrade with the help of a firefighter and 
a grid map so his “hush hush” items will never be hard to find! 
 
 

okto TUESDAY 3  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Destination Truth (Season 4 / Ep 7 / Info-ed) (益智节目)(PG)  

Josh and his team check out the allegedly haunted ruins of Pohnpei Island, Micronesia, 
and travel to Morocco in search of a female demon known as Aisha Kandisha.  
 

10.00  oktOriginal: Inside Job (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Inside Job delves behind the glamour and stardom that is most popularly perceived by the 
public.  Each episode will feature 3 key art industry professionals behind the well know 
faces e.g., Lead Singer, Dancer, Actor, Painter. Featuring professionals from a ballet 
physiotherapist to a literary translator, find out what is the Inside job and meet the people 
who do it. You will be surprised with the career opportunities available to make the arts a 
viable career, business and passion.  
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 40 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

We celebrate 2012 with a bang! Ooboo and Booboo waste no time in making their arts 
resolutions for the new year. Then our hosts and a new Challenger get down and dirty in 
the Ceramic Art Challenge. Who will reign supreme in the new year?  Find out, only on 
KNOCKOUT! 

 
11.00  oktOriginal: Hidden Dragons (Ep 10 / Local Culture /2nd Telecast)   

 

11.30  oktOriginal: Go Tutu Go (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY  4  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Something fun is happening on Club M.A.G.I.C! All the agents and Miss P are challenging each 
other in the Numbers Game! They have so much fun that they decide to go on a number hunt! THE 
BIG WORD is 'calculator' and the small word hidden in it is 'cut'. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi shows 
how numbers also play a part in dance. She teaches them how to do the Four-Step Dance, much to 
the delight of the children! Off on another ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham, Adventure Boy goes on a 
counting outing – he starts by counting coins and ends up counting cupcakes. Even Miss P is in the 
numbers mood in BBB where she leads the children in an equation exercise! Ling shows viewers 
how to use their imagination and create a shoebox abacus in RAZZLE DAZZLE. 

 

9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
It’s hard to be away from your family, especially when you’ve been turned into a rock, or the 
cheetah taking you home doesn’t want to leave the jungle.  

 



10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 5 – 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Oopsy wants to participate in the Care-a-lot Grand Prix, but he seems to be plagued with bad luck. 
Will a chat with Good Luck Bear and a four-leaf clover help him see where real luck comes from?  
McKenna is an inconsiderate houseguest in Care-a-lot, so the Care Bears build her a new attitude 

through their blueprint of tough love, showing her how to help her host by cleaning up after herself. 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 5 – 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Junior Jams (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
 

 
 
okto  WEDNESDAY  4  JANUARY  2012 
 

4.30PM oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Arthur (Sr 13 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Liam failed to find the Golden Tornado.  He decides to pretend as the face shield player 
and fight with someone trying to find out the top player. But unluckily, he suffers to the 
beleaguer by almost all players in Wu Han City and falls into dangers. On the critical 
moment, Kelvin helps him. Liam finds out that Kelvin is a 2A top player. On the other side, 
Mr Lee.helps Jacky to make a team and decides to hold a 5A player contest. 
Unfortunately, few people participate. Jacky tries to get closed to the players and explains 
the important meaning of attending the worldwide Yoyo competition to them. Those 
players are moving and decide to attend the contest. 
 



6.30  Dragon Snooker (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
The coach invites England, Germany and Japan to have training together with China team, this 
makes the kids become nervous again. All of them cannot perform well during the training, but Fan 
keeps encouraging them.  After an overnight training, Sen can conquer his weakness and Dong 
makes a new snooker cue to cope with the weakness of “Sword Tiger”.  Junhui finds out Fan 
helped him to become the national champion, Fan encourage Junhui to challenge himself but not 
the opponents. After listening to Fan, Junhui breaks through his obstacle and full of confidence for 
the coming match. 

 
7.00  Phineas And Ferb (Yr 1 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids) 

Candace is getting ready to attend a costume party and learns that Jeremy is going dressed like a 
caveman.  When Phineas and Ferb hear the word “caveman” this gives them an idea to go on an 
archeological dig, where they do in fact discover a caveman.  When this caveman sees Candace 
dressed like a cavegirl he immediately falls in love and Candace thinks that he’s Jeremy all dressed 
up.  All of a sudden Buford isn’t acting like the bullying kid everyone’s grown to know and love.  
Turns out his goldfish is missing, which is really bringing him down.  Phineas and Ferb hate to see 
Buford this way so they set out to help him find his fish.  Meanwhile Dr. D is trying to destroy a 
videotape of him saving a kitten. 

 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) 

When the zoo installs web-cams to bring in new visitors, Private accidentally becomes an Internet 
star. Skipper accidentally causes King Julien to lose his beloved crown. Te penguins go on a 
mission to retrieve Julien’s crown. 

 

8.00  Ooglies (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids)  
 
8.30  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids)  

(益智节目) 

13 mathematics munching monsters have got loose and set on devouring all Maths 
in Singapore! Without maths, building can’t be built, buses can’t be recoqnized & 
nobody will get paid! So each week a different group of 3 Primary School students 
will try to defeat & capture The Number Crunchers.  Three Maths whiz kids compete 
for a chance to be on the Squad. Join recuits Tristan, Jonathan & Tae Kwon as they 
wage war on Graffiti Geegraph in this fiery episode of the Numbers Squad. 

 
 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  4  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Monster Fish: Kamchatka Catch (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Dr. Zeb Hogan travels to the Kamchatka pennisula in the easternmost edge of Pacific 
Russia. He tries to find out why this wild and remote place is home to many species of 
salmon and how important they are to the eco- system. 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: Art Less Travelled - Formations (Ep 2 / Local Culture)   

Art Less Travelled takes you off the beaten track to uncover some of Asia’s most 
spectacular and hidden art forms. In this episode, dance to the rhythm of mass dance 
Yosakoi in Kochi Japan, Pungmul acrobatics in Korea and the theatrical Singkil in 
Southern Philippines.   
 

11.00  Designer Travel: Berlin / Hong Kong (Sr 1 / Eps 5 - 6 / Culture) 
Architect Jurgen Mayer, industrial designer Susanne Phillippson, fashion designer Doreen 
Schulz, media designer Christian Dabbet and photographer Natascha Menser show us 



their works and take us on an "urban excursion" through Berlin, the city in which they live 
and work.  Architect Raymond Chan, industrail designer Michael Young, fashion designer 
Sin Sin, interior designer Andre Fu and photographer Stanley Wong show us their works 
and take us on an "urban excursion" through Hong Kong, the city in which they live and 
work. 

 
12.00MN     Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  THURSDAY  5  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Ling builds a birdhouse! Sham decides to catch a bird for Ling's birdhouse but Miss P tells him that 
there is no need because a birdhouse will attract birds on its own! The agents decide to learn more 
about animal homes. THE BIG WORD is 'stable' and the small word hidden in it is 'table', a piece of 
furniture with a flat top and stands on four legs. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi teaches everyone how 
to mimic the movements of some animals in the Animal Jam dance. Sham, Adventure Boy goes in 
search of animal hotels and what he finds surprises him! In BBB, Miss P teaches everyone how to 
march like a colony of ants and Ling makes an animal home in RAZZLE DAZZLE. 

 

9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
A taste for cheese leads a fox to trick a crow, and lands a mouse in the paws of a hungry lion. 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 7 – 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
McKenna has invited everyone on a special bike ride to Rainshine Meadows for a picnic, but 
Grumpy doesn't know how to ride a bike, so his friends help him learn that practice makes perfect.  
True Heart and Share are reporters but their “big stories” aren't going over very well with the other 
Care Bears. With their one-sided reports, they are learning the hard way about getting their facts 
straight. 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 7 – 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Junior Jams (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 

 
okto  THURSDAY  5  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Liam asks Kelvin to help him beckon the Golden Tornado, but is refused by Kelvin. Sandy 
tells Liam that the best yoyo of 2A is used to beckon Golden Tornado. So Liam starts 
looking for it, and he is shocked to find it in Kelvin’s room. John tells everyone that Kelvin 
is Golden Tornado. Meanwhile, Johny is defeated by Wayne at 5A tryout. The order of the 
tryout is destroyed. 

 

6.30  Dragon Snooker (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The kids become relaxed after real meaning of snooker, but the coach very worry about 
that. In the final match, Sen almost slipped while revenging to Yuri. Yuri does not help Sen 
but take the opportunity to attack, Dong says Yuri does not deserve to play snooker. 
However, Justin argues that Yuri feels stress under the pressure given by Mas. Sen wants 
Yuri to change Mas by using his devotion in snooker. 

 
7.00  Phineas And Ferb (Yr 1 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids) 

While Candace is sick in bed, she asks Stacy to cover for her and monitor Phineas and 
Ferb’s activities for the day.  Phineas and Ferb decide that today they’re building the 
coolest miniature golf course ever.  Stacy actually thinks it’s pretty cool and is having 
trouble staying on task, much to Candace’s dismay.  When Phineas and Ferb invent a 
body transporter, it actually works on Candace and Perry.  Now Candace is stuck in the 
house as Perry, trying to get someone’s attention, while Perry is trying to complete a 
mission looking like Candace. 

 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R) 

Sick of Julien’s annoying presence, the penguins decide to take a vacation on The Moon. 
Once there, they meet a “moon cat” who seems to have some strange plans for the 
flightless birds.  After Marlene is frightened by a spooky noise in the night, she and 
Skipper travel down to the sewer to find the source of the moans.  

 

8.00  oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧) 
Anthony, Ronnie, Ashraf and Lesley are out to look for a new car. They come across 
Mikey, a recluse genius working in the car showroom who claims that his boss, Cowboy 
Dan has in fact stolen his invention - the everlasting super Infitium battery. Ronnie, Ashraf 
and Anthony steel themselves to find a way to get the battery back for Mikey.  At home, 
Nick is trying to placate his parents from bringing him back to 2035. Things are easier said 



than done when they find out that the device which they use to travel back to 2035 needs 
a stronger power source to make it work! 
 

8.30 oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

This week we’ll have Saint Andrew's Junior School, Rivervale Primary School and 
Casuarina Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 

 
 
 

okto THURSDAY  5  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: I Shouldn’t Be Alive – Alone In The Amazon (Sr 4 / Ep 7 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目) 

A young adventurer's first expedition to the Amazon rainforest turns into a desperate 
struggle for survival, when he becomes stranded alone in the dense and uncharted jungle. 

 

10.00 Lonely Planet: Roads Less Travelled - Morocco (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Travel writer John Vlahides explores the roads less travelled in Morocco. On a 
journey down the spine of central Morocco, he steps back hundreds of years in the 
labyrinthine medina of Fez, tries skiing in the rugged Atlas Mountains, and joins a 
family of Berber nomads in the dunes of the Sahara Desert. 

 
11.00  Cities Of The Underworld: Gladiators - Blood Sport (Ep 8 / Culture)  

The gladiators of ancient Rome were the ultimate fighting machines. They waged battles 
to the death for the entertainment of the masses and to earn their freedom. From the 
depths of the vicious and magnificent Flavian amphitheater, to the buried brothel where 
they lived their last days, these are the secret lives of Rome's famed slave warriors. 
 

12.00MN         Close  

 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  6  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Didi and Ling are surprised to find that Sham has cordoned off sections of the Club with 
tape, just like what they see the policemen do on TV! Sham tells them that he wants to be 
a policeman so that he can protect his community and catch the bad guys! The agents 
decide to find out what a policeman does. THE BIG WORD is 'investigate' and the small 
word hidden in it is 'vest', a small jacket that has no sleeves and is worn over another top. 
In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, DiDi shows everyone how to march to the beat while Sham sets 
out in his ADVENTURE QUEST to look for junior policemen. In BBB, Miss P gets the 
children all excited when she leads them in Police Car Chase! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling 
shows everyone how to make their own police ID badge. 

 

9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Making new friends and keeping old friends is too cool. 



 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 9 – 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Tenderheart and Funshine are mad at each other, but that soon changes when Grizzle 
strikes with a Forget-Me-Ray! To save Care-a-lot, the bears quickly need to find a way to 
forgive and “forget it”.  McKenna's best friend has moved away and she's so sad that even 
the arrival of the Thunderwhales in Care-a-Lot can't cheer her up, but a baby 
Thunderwhale is about to change her mind about distant friendships. 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 9 – 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
 
 

okto  FRIDAY  6  JANUARY  2012 
 

4.30PM oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / R) 
 
6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 13 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 

 
6.30  okto @ The Movies: Finn On The Fly (Movie)   

What if your dog became a human? Finn on the Fly is the story of Ben and his best 
friend Finn, a kooky border collie who has a flair for fitting in and quickly finds other 
dogs in their new town to hang out with…Ben isn’t so lucky. An outsider at his new 
school he’s desperate to make friends but lacks the confidence to do it until one 
day the outgoing Finn gets his nose into a mad science experiment and the crazy, 
out-of-control events that start happening change their lives forever!  



 

8.30  Brilliant Creatures (Sr 4 / Eps 8 - 9 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

In todays challenge what happens when Stephen meets a pack of wolves and a wolf man 
and tries talking to the animals Dr Doolittle style? In DIY we show you how to race homing 
snails.   Gails goes diving with dolphins during a routine health check and in the studio 
meet a crab that can grow to the size of a car!  Stephen and Gail meet the cannibals of the 
deep sharks! Find out how Stephen copes during a shark capture and with feeding time at 
the shark pool. In DIY find out how to challenge clever garden birds by making a brain 
teaser.  Also in todays show is a creature that can glide more than 100m through the air, 
it's not a bird or a bat so what is it? 

 

 
okto  FRIDAY  6  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Into The Wilderness: Extreme Alaska - Denali (Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

This episode features a low-to-high altitude trek Denali National Park's breathtaking eco-
systems.  Elevation sets the rules in this sub-arctic land where only the most hardy 
creatures - including man - can survive. 

 
10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Agatha Christie‘s Poirot - Hallowe'en Party  (Sr 12 / Ep 4 / Drama)  

(电视剧)  
During a village's Halloween Party, a young girl boasts of having witnessed a murder from 
years before. No one believes her tale until her body is found later on in the evening, 
drowned in the apple- bobbing bucket. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 
okto   SATURDAY 7  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 5 - 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Famous 5: On The Case (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Professor Howard Gimble, an old colleague of George’s.  Howard has invented a gel 
which devours old, rusty metal, and has come to George’s to share his test data.  When 
Howard goes missing, George isn’t unduly concerned – Howard has a whimsical habit of 
disappearing for days and even weeks at a time, to follow his many whims.  But the Five 
sense that something is amiss, and investigate his disappearance.  They ultimately 
discover that he has been abducted by his young research assistant, who is trying to get 
the secret formula for himself.  Howard is being held captive on the hulk of an old, iron 



schooner, and the Five must rescue him before the ship gets devoured by the gel which 
Howard invented. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Sr 14 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

During a lunch break on their way to Nacrene City, Ash and friends catch a pair of 
Darumaka sneaking off with their food. Ash learns that these two Darumaka have always 
gotten along with the people of the nearby town, at least until they recently started stealing 
food. He decides to go after them to find out what’s going on. 
 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Pet Squad (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Pet Squad are called upon to guard The Star of Egypt (a very expensive ring) when 
Jonathan the Master Thief escapes from the Petetentuary.  The ring is stolen right under 
Pet Squad’s noses and they’re left following a fake trail of Peacock feathers away from the 
crime!  Will they realise they’ve been duped in time to get back and stop Jonathan, return 
all the Egyptians Jewels and other fabulous thing Jonathan has stolen? 
 

11.30  Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 12 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

Jayden's childhood friend and self-made Samurai Antonio struggles to be accepted by the 
team as the Gold Ranger. 

  

12.00NN oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

This week we’ll have Saint Andrew's Junior School, Rivervale Primary School and 
Casuarina Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Three Maths whiz kids compete for a chance to be on the Squad. Join recuits Tristan, 
Jonathan & Tae Kwon as they wage war on Graffiti Geegraph in this fiery episode of the 
Numbers Squad. 

 

 
 
okto   SATURDAY  7  JANUARY  2012 
 

1.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  Zheng He’s Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 37 – 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
3.00 oktOriginal: Why Didn‘t I Think Of That Too? (Sr 2 / Eps 10 - 11 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 2 / Eps 7 – 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 1 / Eps 7 – 8 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 



 

6.30 oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

  

7.00       Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Speed and his new friends, Conor, Lucy and Chim Chim, reconstruct the Mach 5 after 
finding it in the school salvage yard. Everyone is excited to see the Mach 5 back in 
action...except for X and Zile Zazic, who want to see it back in the junkyard.  
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

A pleasure flight quickly takes a dangerous turn when the Alpha Gang’s rocket collides 
with Reese’s plane in midair, leaving Reese and Rex careening dangerously over the 
runway and leaking fuel all the while.  Meanwhile, on the ground, Max and Zoe race to 
save a loose Megaraptor from Ursula and clear the runway in time for Reese to make an 
emergency crash landing. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

The Magnificent Heroes find that living life as plain old everyday Singaporeans is decidedly 
un-magnificent. Getting a job, impressing your boss, passing exams, staying in the cool 
crowd, dealing with bullies? That used to be so easy when you have a superpower or two 
handy. But not anymore. Meanwhile the Pretty Boyz plan to uglify glamourous first world 
Singapore goes up a notch. After wrecking Orchard Road the Boyz now devastate Shenton 
Way and strip the sharp-suited executives of Singapore’s financial district of their style, 
dignity and designer wallets. The Magnificent Heroes now have to put aside their mundane 
little problems and set about saving Singapore. Without any super powers. 

 
 
 
 

okto   SATURDAY  7  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM Hunter Hunted: Tanzania Terror (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

In Southern Tanzania, a lion turns to humans as prey, killing and consuming dozens of 
victims.  

 
10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Europa Konzert 2010 From Oxford (Culture) 

Since 20 years the Berliner Philharmoniker have celebrated their foundation on May 1st 
with the annual Europa Konzert - this year’s concert takes place in Oxford.  The orchestra, 
under the baton of worldwide renowned musician Daniel Barenboim, welcomes cellist 
Alisa Weilerstein, who has attracted widespread attention for a playing that combines 
natural virtuosic command and technical precision with impassioned musicianship. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  8  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 7 - 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Cartoons – Looney Tunes (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.31 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

On the day of Mounting cup competition，Horace who has won the game by cheating has to fight 

with the stronger Dream Team. He decides to play the same trick to win the game through 
contemptible means. However, he is defeated technologically by Dream Team. Horace nurses a 
hatred and decides to control or even destroy the competition secretly by using a special racing car. 
His first target is Dream Team. When Dream Team is racing with other teams, this racing car turns 
up and destroys cars of Dream Team one after another. Luke is the last one to repulse. But Horace 
is caught red handed. In the final phase of Mounting cup, only Flash Team and Power Team stay. 
Finally, under the thrill of danger, Flash Team creates a new movement, and wins by a narrow 
margin. After the competition, these two teams sympathize and support each other. 

 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
After seeing a spooky old house on a hill, Camille is convinced it’s connected to a weird glow on the 
hillside.  People in the town are spooked, thinking they’re surrounded by something strange. Alfred 
investigates and discovers it’s a type of mushroom that glows in the dark.  When a mess happens, 
Cynthia accuses Milo for ruining her birthday party.  He pleads innocence and says an invisible 
being did it!  After collecting clues, Alfred discovers it’s a Chameleon who snuck in the party and 
stole some food.  Since his skin blends with the surroundings, no one saw him! 

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
It's a revenge match as Aichi faces Kamui once again. The difference in strength was rather 
obvious during theprevious encounter. However, Aichi is determined to face off against Kai again. 
Kamui recognizes that Aichi hasindeed improve and is going all out against him. As the tension 
builds up in the room, Kamui makes his move!! 

 

11.00 Globo Loco (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 
In a tug-o-war between a team on roller boots and a team on in-line skates, which has the most 
pulling power? And can a Chip Shop owner squirt his sauce over 4-metres and onto chips stuffed 
into the mouths of audience members? 

 

11.30  Tricky TV (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Anthony, Ronnie, Ashraf and Lesley are out to look for a new car. They come across 
Mikey, a recluse genius working in the car showroom who claims that his boss, Cowboy 
Dan has in fact stolen his invention - the everlasting super Infitium battery. Ronnie, Ashraf 
and Anthony steel themselves to find a way to get the battery back for Mikey.  At home, 
Nick is trying to placate his parents from bringing him back to 2035. Things are easier said 



than done when they find out that the device which they use to travel back to 2035 needs 
a stronger power source to make it work! 
 

 
 
 
okto SUNDAY  8  JANUARY  2012 
 

12.30PM Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

Zile and Stan are on the run after evading the committee and the police, leaving Annalise 
in charge of the company. As Annalise tries to finish what her father started, she learns 
that trying to capture the Mach 6 isn't an easy task.  

 
1.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 13 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 
 

1.30  Deadly 60 Sr 1: Specials (Ep 6 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
2.00  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 21 - 24 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: Why Not? (Eps 9 – 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 2 / Eps 9 – 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 1 / Eps 9 – 10 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

7.00         Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

After finding the plans for the Mach 6 and learning that he is the son of the legendary 
Speed Racer, Speed and his friends set out to build the ultimate car. But there's one 
problem: they don't have the parts. Their only hope is the school's annual parts race, but 
Speed is not eligible. Will X help his brother?  

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

As reports circulate of new Nessie sightings at Loch Ness, Dr. Taylor is called on to report 
from the scene.  Hoping their dinosaur expertise can shed new light on an old legend, the 
D-Team heads to Scotland as well.  Once there, they reveal a suspected Loch Ness 
monster to be no more than a submarine designed by the Alpha Gang… but the sightings 
continue.  Perhaps there’s more to this legend than anyone guessed. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Jeremy becomes the latest in a long line of victims when the school bully strings him up in 
class, literally. When Jeremy takes revenge and humiliates the bully, he becomes the 
school hero and laps up all the attention only to find out that the bully is innocent and 
Jeremy was pranked by the school schemer. Meanwhile Lenny and Mimi arm themselves 



with air fresheners when they learn there’s something foul in the air. Disgusto, the world’s 
most disgusting super villain, is in town and out to stink up Singapore.  

 
 

okto SUNDAY 8  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Jo Frost - Extreme Parental Guidance (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目)  

Jo tackles a nine-year-old boy who can’t eat anything but custard creams.  She also deals 
with a seven-year-old girl whose violent outbursts are threatening her entire family. 

 
10.00  FILMART: Haeundae (The Deadly Tsunami) (Korean Movie With English Subtitles)  

(艺 术 影 院)  

The Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004 was the worst tsunami recorded in history with many 
lives lost.  Man-shik (SUL Kyung-gu) experienced the disaster, when he and his men got 
stranded mid-sea while deep-sea fishing.  Man-shik felt guilty thtat he did not manage to 
save the father of his long-time love, Yeon-hee (HA Ji-won).  When he finally musters up 
the courage to proposed to her, he is interrupted by the force of nature.  A marine 
geologist Kim Hwi (PARK Joong-hoon) discovers that the sea is showing signs of activity 
similar to the Indian Ocean at the time of the 2004 Tsunami and heads down to Haeundae 
to warn the authority.  He runs into his ex-wife, Yoo-jin (UHM Jung-hwa), who is also in 
Haeundae to oversee an international event.  In the meantime, a mega-tsunami is created 
as Hwi feared is heading straight for Haeundae. 

 
12.00MN        Close 

 

 
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  9  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

The agents plan a birthday celebration for Miss P because it's her birthday! Miss P gets a 
nice surprise when she enters the club. THE BIG WORD is 'surprise' and the small word 
hidden in it is 'rise' which means to go up. Didi has everyone doing the disco dance in a 
fun-filled Boogey Birthday Dance in ROCKIN' RHYTHM. To celebrate Miss P's birthday, 
Sham goes on an ADVENTURE QUEST to find decorations for the party and even tries 
his hand at baking a cake! In BBB, Miss P has some fun with presents when she shows 
everyone how they can pretend to be presents which are being unwrapped! Ling, of 
course, has something creative up her sleeve in RAZZLE DAZZLE. She shows viewers 
how to make a happy birthday banner! 

 
9.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

In these folktales, a red hat is really green (or is it red?), and an old overcoat is also a button. 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 11 – 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 



11.00               oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Share Bear won't share her favorite necklace to help a friend, but goes to Grizzle instead. 
Will Grizzle help or just share more trouble with the Care Bears? 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 11 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Between The Lions (Sr 5 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Eps 11 – 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

 
 

okto MONDAY  9  JANUARY  2012 
 

5.00PM Flash & Dash (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Felix tells the story about Wayne. Wayne steals his precious element and inserts it into his 
yoyo. So his yoyo becomes the strongest one at 5A. Felix scolds Wayne but Wayne 
refuses to admit his mistake. Wayne then leaves. Liam persuades Kelvin to play yoyo 
again after knowing that he is Golden Tornado. But Kelvin just refuses.  

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Back at WOOHP, Larry confesses that the second pod was inhabited by Alpha’s twin 
brother Omega. He also reveals that OOPSIE created the twins in a lab in hopes of 
making the next generation of spies. But the experiment went bad and so did the brothers 
earning them the nickname The Chaos Twins. Concerned, Lee and Tony head out to find 
their missing sibs, and are able to track them down at a remote mountain lair. 

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 127 / Schoolkids) 

Squidward becomes the star of his own public access TV show.  Squidward tries to 
sabotage SpongeBob’s big dance audition. 

 



7.30  Mudpit (Ep 25 / Schoolkids)  
Can MUDPIT balance the qualifying Muzika finals with their school finals? 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 41 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This week, we've got pracing, dancing and rainbows. Ooboo and Booboo teach us how to 
experiment with colours, the old fashioned way. Old Skool and New Skool learn grace and 
agility when they Face Off in the Ballet Challenge. Who will be a Black Swan and who will 
be a Blushing Swan? Check out the visual explosion, only on KNOCKOUT! 

 
8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / R) 

How do you keep a helium balloon from floating away? Plasticine maybe. Yes! This Lab 
Rats challenge is to place the perfect amount of plasticine on the string of the balloon to 
make it hover in mid air. If the balloon hovers within the bounds of a 1 metre rod for a 5 
second period, the much deserved points will be rewarded.  

 
 

 

okto MONDAY  9  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL  NIGHT: Cheetah Blood Brothers (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

This documentary looks at the brotherhood among three cheetahs on Botswana’s Linyanti 
Plains.  They hunt as a team and hold their own territory. 

 
10.00  How To Take Stunning Pictures: Wedding (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Award-winning wedding photographer Emily Quinton shows us her tricks of the trade as 
she puts two amateur snappers through a crash course at one of Britain's top wedding 
venues.  

 
10.30  Art And The City: Paris (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Keeps travels to Paris, where he stays at Hotel Bel Ami and samples the hip gallery 
district Le Marais. He stops by Sennelier, paint purveyor to four generations and samples 
the absinthe of Le Vert. He receives a painting lesson from artist Fabian Verschaere. 

 
11.00   Arts.21 (Eps 24 - 25 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode features the Turkish-born pianist and composer Fazil Say. It also looks back 
at some of the exciting moments in the world of art in 2011. 

 
12.00AM         Close 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY  10  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 12 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
There's a football game going on in Club M.A.G.I.C! Miss P is the referee while Didi, Ling and 
Sham try their best to score some goals! Miss P decides to send the agents out to see how playing 
ball games keeps everyone active and healthy! THE BIG WORD is 'dribbling' and the hidden small 
word is 'rib', a long, curved bone that, together with other such bones, forms a rib cage. Didi 
teaches the children how to do the Rum-ball, Sam-ball Dance in ROCKIN' RHYTHM while Sham, 
Adventure Boy goes on a quest to learn about two ball games – golf and rugby in ADENTURE 
QUEST. Miss P teaches children how to serve a volley in BBB (aka BRAIN-BODY-BALANCE) and 
in RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling, Craft Genius shows how creative hands can bring imagination to life by 
teaching viewers how to make a home bowling set. 
 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 12 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Care Bears: Adventures In Care-A-Lot (Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Things are missing all over Care-a-lot. The Care Bears let Emma help but she ends up 
missing, too, thanks to Grizzle. Can Emma and the bears find a way out of his trap? 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 12 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Little Robots (Sr 5 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 17 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / R) 



 

okto TUESDAY  10  JANUARY  2012 
 

6.00PM Blazing Teens (Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Liam knows that John disorder the 2A tryout. To stop John, Liam challenges John by 
playing yoyo but loses. Kelvin tries to help, but Liam stops him and states that he respects 
Kelvin’s decision about giving up playing yoyo. Moved by Liam’s respect and insistence of 
defeating John, Kelvin teaches Liam the skill of Golden Tornado. Meanwhile, Johny asks 
Wayne to be reconciled with Felix. Wayne refuses and challenges Johny.  

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez! (Sr 1 / Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Realizing that they have to escape their predicament fast if they want to a) survive and b) 
save their parents, the spy kids find a clever way to reroute their pod back to Earth. But, by 
the time they get there, they’re too late  because the Chaos Twins have already taken Cal 
and Karen to a new location. Why? So they can clone them  making Cal and Karen the 
new faces of evil. Their goal? To carry out the original Chaos Twin plan from years ago: 
create an army of clones to wreck havoc on the planet. With help from Larry and Jerry in 
the form of cool, new, hybrid gadgets from both WOOHP and OOPSIE, the spies have to 
capture their parents and return them to their normal spy selves.  
 

7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 128 / Schoolkids) 

Mr. Krabs tries to find enough food to feed Pearl as she goes through her growth spurt.  
After showering, SpongeBob gets stuck in his wringer. 

   
7.30  Mudpit (Ep 26 / Schoolkids)  

Can MUDPIT do the impossible and defeat the ultimate superband, SKAAPP, to win 
Muzika? 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Should We Eat Insects? (Schoolkids / R)  

Stefan and the Gastronuts munch their way through some bug grub, including chocolate 
covered scorpions and pan fried worms. They find out the health benefits of creepy 
crawlies and see what happens when they out them on the menu at a school canteen. 

 
8.30  The Prime Radicals (Ep 11 / Schoolkids)  

Uncle Norm and the kids make some radical reflections when they build their own 
kaleidoscope for Alanna’s art project. 
 

 
 
okto TUESDAY 10  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Destination Truth (Season 4 / Ep 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目)(PG)  

Josh and his team journey to Madagascar in search of an alleged monster bat. They also 
travel to Guam to observe the Taotaomonas, the alleged spirits of the ancient natives. 
 

10.00  oktOriginal: Inside Job (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Inside Job delves behind the glamour and stardom that is most popularly perceived by the 
public.  Each episode will feature 3 key art industry professionals behind the well know 
faces e.g., Lead Singer, Dancer, Actor, Painter. Featuring professionals from a ballet 
physiotherapist to a literary translator, find out what is the Inside job and meet the people 
who do it. You will be surprised with the career opportunities available to make the arts a 
viable career, business and passion.  



 
10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 41 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, we've got pracing, dancing and rainbows. Ooboo and Booboo teach us how to 
experiment with colours, the old fashioned way. Old Skool and New Skool learn grace and 
agility when they Face Off in the Ballet Challenge. Who will be a Black Swan and who will 
be a Blushing Swan? Check out the visual explosion, only on KNOCKOUT! 

 
11.00  oktOriginal: Generation Next (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 

11.30  oktOriginal: Go Tutu Go (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY  11  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 13 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Sham, Didi and Ling overhear Miss P singing a rhyming song in the club. Curious, they 
ask Miss P to teach them about rhyming. Once they get the hang of it, there's no stopping 
them from having some rhyming fun! THE BIG WORD of the day is 'poetry', a special style 
of writing that uses rhymes in sentences and the small word hidden in it is 'pot', a 
container that is usually round and used for keeping different things. In ROCKIN' 
RHYTHM, Didi leads everybody in a Rhyming Groove dance using some hops and bops 
to create the dance steps. In ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham tumbles into a rhyming quest 
when he finds a mysterious word hidden in a paper aeroplane! In BBB, Miss P has a 
Rhyme-a-thon when she shows the children how to stretch and bend while using rhymes. 
Ling brings her favourite rhyme animal to life by making a lamb rhyme cardholder in 
RAZZLE DAZZLE. 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 13 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 13 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 



 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 18 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY  11  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Kelvin decides to take part in the 2A contest together with Liam. They practice hard to play 
Golden Tornado. But because Liam’s yoyo is not strong enough, they can not play the 
super skill. So Liam asks Sandy to copy the same yoyo with chankai’s so that they can 
win. But he hasn’t got the new yoyo when 2A contest is started. At the same time, Johny 
understands how to play his yoyo with the power of the super element. During his contest 
with Wayne, he plays the skill that is exceeds everyone’s expectation. 
 

6.30  Dragon Snooker (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Mas wants to get back his “Fighting Eagle” but his members threaten him that they will 
spoil the robot. After Junhui and Fan help Mas to get back the robot, Mas losses control 
and finally the organizer announces that China wins the championship. The china team 
does not want to receive the victory and wants the organizer to hold the match over again. 
 

7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 129 / Schoolkids) 
Plankton steals Sandy’s fur to disguise himself as Sandy and get the Krabby Patty formula. 
Plankton goes inside SpongeBob’s head to get the Krabby Patty formula. 
   

7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R) 

When stuffed Mort dolls become popular at the zoo, Julien gets jealous and has them 
recalled. Unfortunately, the real-life Mort is accidentally sent back to the factory along with 
his plush replicas.  Maurice bribes the zoo animals to celebrate “King Julien Day” by 
offering them candy. Only Skipper refuses to go along, but he’s unable to avoid the 
annoying day. 
 

8.00  Ooglies (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids)  

 

8.30  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 



Recruits Felicia, Ting Jia and Yu Xin answer the call of duty to compete in a series of 
training missions that will capture Malicious Massasin. Who will have what it takes to join 
Captain Shane in the Numbers Squad? 

 
 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  11  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Cheetah: Against All Odds (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

In the Serengeti, cheetahs live uneasy lives. Females with cubs must hunt. Left alone, 
their offspring are exposed to the savagery of more powerful predators.  This documentary 
follows two cheetah mothers, both with varying fortunes, as they struggle to raise their 
families against all the odds.  
 

10.00   oktOriginal: Art Less Travelled - Drums (Ep 3 / Local Culture)   

Art Less Travelled takes you off the beaten track to uncover some of Asia’s most 
spectacular and hidden art forms. In this episode, drums unveil another world of Asian art 
forms. Enter Korea through Ogomu, the five drum dance.  See China through the Xiangxi 
Miao Drum Dance and experience China’s North West through Lanzhou Taiping Drum 
Dance. 
 

11.00  Designer Travel: Sydney / Paris (Sr 1 / Eps 7 - 8 / Culture) 

Architect Dale Jones- Evans, photographer Will Reichardt, industrial designer Marc 
Newson, interior designer Meryl Hare and fashion designer Kit Willow show us their works 
and take us on an "urban excursion" through Sydney, the city in which they live and work.  
Fashion designers Gildas Loaec and Guillaume Salmon, industrial designer Marc Newson, 
and interior designers Patrick Gilles and Dorothy Boissier show us their works and take us 
on an "urban excursion" through Paris, the city in which they live and work. 
 

12.00MN     Close 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  THURSDAY  12  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 14 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Something strange is happening in the club. Didi and Ling are not speaking to Sham. 
Sham complains to Miss P that Didi and Ling are being selfish because they do not want 
to share their hot drinks with him. Miss P gets to the bottom of the matter and explains to 
the agents the importance of sharing and caring. She sends them out to learn more. THE 
BIG WORD of the day is 'donation' and the small word hidden in it is 'dot', a small round 
mark. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi shows how the children how to shake and share in a fun 
partner dance! Off on another ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham, Adventure Boy is 
accompanied by 2 Share n Care Ambassadors! They go on a quest in the neighbourhood 
to help anyone in need and end up sharing a game of football. In BBB, Miss P shows 
everyone how to share a picnic and have great fun doing so! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling 
shows viewers how to use their imagination and create a treasure box to keep and share 
their memories. 



 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 14 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 14 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 19 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 

okto  THURSDAY  12  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Liam loses in the competition with John. At the last moment, Kelvin arrives and help Liam 
to play against John. However, though Kelvin tries hard, he can not successfully play the 
skill of Golden Tornado. On the other side, Wayne defeats Johny. Wayne is happy about 
his victory, but when Felix tells him the reason why he doesn’t gives the super element to 
him, Wayne is regretful. Suddenly Robin shows up for the super element, and he claims 
that he has been using Wayne. Wayne is angry and play against Robin. 

 

6.30  Dragon Snooker (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

During the final, Junhui represents China tem to battle with Mas from America team, he 
wants to let Mas knows the real meaning of snooker robot. Mas losses his control again 
and injures Junhui and also himself. Mas feels touch when he sees Junhui saves his 
robot. At the same time, there is a rock falling down. 



 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 130 / Schoolkids) 

Mr. Krabs and Plankton woo customers with greasy entrees.  SpongeBob tries a career at 
being a model in a kitchen sponge commercial. 

 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R) 

Marlene discovers a lost egg, and asks the penguins to care for it and keep it safe. But 
King Julien is jealous, and wants to raise the egg to be his second in command.   When 
Skipper steals the batteries to Julien’s stereo, he sets off a wild chase around the zoo that 
gets both of them stuck in the habitat of an angry kangaroo. 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧) 
The kids realize that “The Event” is slowly creeping up to them. They set off to find more 
evidence that traces back to The Quantum Group and stop the event once and for all.  
They discover that maybe - just maybe - there is more than meets the eye to the founding 
members of The Quantum Group. Meanwhile, Nick and Ashraf are trapped in a Chinese 
restaurant that was besieged by an environmentalist bent of making sure that the 
restaurant stops serving Sharks Fin soup. Nick and Ashraf must find a way to make peace 
between the environmentalists and the bitter owner of the restaurant. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

This week we’ll have Yu Neng Primary School, Farrer Park Primary School and  Telok 
Kurau Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 
 

 
 

okto THURSDAY  12  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: I Shouldn’t Be Alive – Crashed In The Jungle (Sr 4 / Ep 8 / Info-ed)  

(PG - Graphic Visuals) (益智节目) 

A plane carrying a newly-wed couple crashes into a mountain.  The survivors are left 
stranded in a remote rainforest.  To stay alive, they must battle the hostile environment 
and keep grip on their own sanity. 

 

10.00 Lonely Planet: Roads Less Travelled - Colombia (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Photographer Dominic Bonucelli sets out down the roads less travelled in South America's 
most electrifying country - Colombia.  Heading for the Caribbean coast from the once-
notorious city of Medelin, Dominic braves many roadblocks and kidnap warnings as he 
explores the glaciers of the Andes, gets his soul cleansed in a remote Indian village and 
puts on his on his dancing shoes for the world's second biggest carnival. 

 
11.00  Cities Of The Underworld: Secret Holy Land (Ep 9 / Culture)  

Ethiopia is the second oldest Christian nation in the world.  From tombs of vanished 
emperors and subterranean cathedrals to the buried Palace of the Queen of Sheba, clues 
to Ethiopia's lost legends and tribes are littered right here in the African underground. 

 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 
 
 



 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  13  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 15 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Miss P introduces an imagination game to the agents. Each of them imagines themselves 
to be an animal, then acts it out for the others to guess.  THE BIG WORD of the day is 
'pretend' and the small word hidden in it is the number 'ten'. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi 
gets everyone to use their imagination and pretend to be a clown. She then shows them 
how to do the Clown Dance. In ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham, Adventure Boy imagines 
himself to be a knight who is on a quest to save a prince and princess trapped in a castle. 
He has to 'fight' a dragon on the way to the castle! In BBB, Miss P teaches everyone to 
use their imagination and pretend that they are animals living in a jungle. Ling makes a 
Fish-in-a-Bowl optical illusion in RAZZLE DAZZLE. 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 15 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 15 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 20 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 



 
 

 
 
okto  FRIDAY  13  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / R) 
 
6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 14 / Local / Live / Schoolkids) 

 
6.30  okto @ The Movies: Wizards of Waverly Place The Movie (Movie)   

The last thing teen wizard Alex (Selena Gomez) wants to do is go on a family 
vacation. Her parents (Maria and Jerry) insist that she come along and while on 
vacation, a frustrated Alex wishes that her parents had never met. When Alex's wish 
comes true and Maria and Jerry have no memory of their marriage and family, she 
and her brothers (Justin and Max) realize that they will cease to exist unless they 
can undo the spell. While Max babysits their quarrelling parents, Alex and Justin set 
off on a quest for a magical stone that pits sister and brother against each other in a 
battle between the young wizards. 

 

8.30  Brilliant Creatures (Sr 4 Ep 10 & Sr 5 Ep 1 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

In todays show we meet the ferocious crocodile and recreate the death roll in the studio. In 
DIY we show you how to make a spider ladder for your bath so you never have to pull the 
plug on one again. Also find out why silvery marmasets need to eat envelope glue and in a 
final act of madness Stephen and Gail hyptonise chickens.  Stephen hatches a fantastic 
baby shark from a Mermaid’s purse. There are some brilliant spotty babies in the studio. 
Two Jaguar cubs, discover why they are one of the least known but most impressive of the 
big cats. In the first of our American films find out how Stephen gets on capturing a wild 
and very snappy opossum and in Little and Large you can meet the mini Merlin and the 
magnificent Golden Eagle.  

 
 

 

okto  FRIDAY  13  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Cheetahs: The Deadly Race (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目) 

This episode features a low-to-high altitude trek Denali National Park's breathtaking eco-
systems.  Elevation sets the rules in this sub-arctic land where only the most hardy 
creatures - including man - can survive. 
 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Emma (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧)  
Rich, independent and kind-spirited, Emma Woodhouse (Romola Garai) has no 
need to marry, but nothing delights her more than matchmaking those around her.  
She persuades the pretty Harriet Smith that she is too good for her suitor, the 
farmer Robert Martin, and encourages her to set her sights higher.   But close family 

friend Mr Knightley (Jonny Lee Miller) warns Emma that her meddling will cause 
great pain to both Robert and Harriet. 
 



10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Sense And Sensibility (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama) (电视剧)  
A moving and powerful three-part adaptation of Sense and Sensibility, Jane 
Austen’s romantic story of love, betrayal and passion versus strict social 
convention. When Marianne Dashwood falls for the dashing but wayward 
Willoughby, her sister Elinor warns her that her impulsive behaviour might attract 
disapproval in social circles. But Marianne is simply impatient with Elinor for not 
understanding affairs of the heart. Little does she know that Elinor has met with a 
bitter disappointment of her own – a disappointment which she, always mindful of 
social decorum, has struggled to keep secret, even from Marianne. The two sisters’ 
differing experiences of love finally bring them to the understanding that they are 
both partially right: sense and sensibility will eventually be of equal value in 
bringing about their personal happiness. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 
okto   SATURDAY 14  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 11- 12 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Famous 5: On The Case (Ep 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
The Kirrins are in Malibu, California, enjoying a vacation in Allie’s beach house while her parents 
are away at a conference.  Max is excited to test his surfing skills in an upcoming Pro-Am 
tournament, hoping for a spot on the surfing team of legendary surfboard manufacturer Duke.  But 
when the surfers trying out for the team find their surfboards sabotaged, the Five begin 
investigating to find out the reason why.  They eventually discover that the boards have been 
sabotaged by Bodhi, a young surfer determined to get on the team in order to have private access 
to Duke’s surf shack, because Bodhi has discovered that, buried in the hills behind Duke’s shack, is 
a long-lost Spanish treasure galleon.  Bodhi is secretly tunneling to the galleon to steal the gold 
which would otherwise belong to Duke; the Five thwart him and the treasure goes to its rightful 
owner. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Sr 14 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
We join our heroes just in time to witness an unusual sight: a battle taking place between Cilan’s 
Pansage and Iris’s Axew! Of course, Ash wants to get in on the action, but Iris isn’t interested. 
Because Axew doesn’t have much battle experience, she’s asked Cilan to help her train it by using 
very restrained attacks.  The battle ends in explosive fashion when Axew’s powerful Dragon Rage 
attack gets a little out of control. Iris explains that she’s committed to training Axew because it was 
given to her by an Elder of her hometown, who advised her that the journey to raise Axew into a 
Haxorus would help Iris learn and grow as well. 
 



10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Pet Squad (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
A Pink cloud covers P Town and induces all the male residents to fall madly in love with MG 
including Dodge and the clouds creator, Dr. Two Heads.  Bingo, sure he is allergic to the cloud, 
plugs up his nose and is saved from the feelings of adoration towards MG.  Pet Squad, one dog 
down, have to rid P town of its Love Cloud to reverse the besotted inhabitants back to normal. 
 

11.30  Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 13 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 
As Antonio attempts to gain Kevin's respect as a true Samurai, Octoroo devises a plan to create a 
stronger portal between the Netherworld and Earth via a secret ancient well. 

  

12.00NN oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
This week we’ll have Yu Neng Primary School, Farrer Park Primary School and  Telok Kurau 
Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
Recruits Felicia, Ting Jia and Yu Xin answer the call of duty to compete in a series of training 
missions that will capture Malicious Massasin. Who will have what it takes to join Captain Shane in 
the Numbers Squad? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
okto   SATURDAY  14  JANUARY  2012 
 

1.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  Zheng He’s Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 39 – 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
3.00 oktOriginal: Why Didn‘t I Think Of That Too? (Sr 2 / Eps 12 - 13 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 2 / Eps 11 – 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 1 / Eps 11 – 12 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30 oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

  

7.00       Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Speed comes to terms with his newfound fame and receives some advice from X. As he 
and X begin to develop a brotherly relationship, they find themselves wrapped up in a 
media-hyped race that pits them against each other.  

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 



A sudden dinosaur appearance sends the D-Team rushing to France.  Zoe scarcely has 
time to fret over making her Paris debut in less than chic attire before they are faced with 
an even greater fashion dilemma.  A bizarre fad has Parisians young and old roaming the 
streets in dinosaur-themed attire.  As if spotting the real dinosaur amidst scores of 
costumes weren’t hard enough, Max and friends learn that the Alpha Gang has seemingly 
predicted the dinosaur appearance and reached Paris long before them. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

It’s easy being a star student when you have superpowers to bail you out so it’s a big 
surprise when Abigail and Jeremy suddenly score A’s on a test. Everyone thinks they got a 
helping hand from Mimi while Mimi thinks her children cheated and spies on them, 
suspecting their powers may have returned. Meanwhile, Lenny is busy panicking as the 
head of the Super Hero Legion drops in unexpectedly, suspecting The Magnificent Heroes 
have lost their superpowers and ready to strip them of their superhero status. 
 
 
 
 

 

okto   SATURDAY  14  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM Hunter Hunted: Vanished (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

A huge saltwater crocodile kills a 23-year old German woman during a moonlight swim 
and her tour guide is charged with causing her death. 

 
10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Gala From Berlin 2010 (Culture) 

The Berliner Philharmoniker perform under the baton of Gustavo Dudamel, whose 
infectious energy and exceptional artistry have made him one of the most sought-after 
conductors by orchestras and opera companies around the world. They welcome mezzo-
soprano Elina Garanca, who has become one of the world’s most famous singers within 
just a few years. Currently she stars in the title role of the Metropolitan’s new opera 
production “Carmen” by Georges Bizet. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  15  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 13 - 14 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Cartoons – Looney Tunes (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.30 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
A female racer called Lily comes to Hainan City to look for Luke everywhere. She is led by a lucky 
coin. On the other hand, Luke is practicing with Eugene. He teaches Eugene that the nature of car 
racing is to proceed on rather than to excist by relying on the strength of Spirit System, and he tells 
Eugene to practice more the right racing techniques. Lily comes across Luke finally and requires 
him to build up a team together. But Lily is a master who attains her end by hook crock in the 
competition. So Luke refuses her. Such being the case, they compete with their cars. When Lily  
attacks all racers on the same racing ground with extreme sneaky means, Luke displays his 
techniques to protect others and defeat Lily at last. Given a lesson by Luke, Lily leaves at a loss.   

 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
Alfred and Camille find themselves covered with red dots and itching. No, they’re not sick. Turns 
out, that while rock climbing, they stumbled across the processional caterpillar whose hair if 
touched, make you itch.  The day a school inspector is to arrive, the classroom has a foul odor.  Mr. 
Rusard can’t teach and the kids won't go near the classroom.  Cats are also attracted to the smell.  
Alfred discovers Rudy, the gardener pulled up some valerian plants in the school yard. The roots of 
valerian smell terrible!  Oddly enough, cats love the odor! 

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
The main character, Aichi Sendou, is a rather shy junior high school student. Due to this nature, he 
hardly has anyfriends. However, there is something which has supported him all this time. A card, 
"Blaster Blade", something hegot as a kid. That is a rare card from the card game, "Vanguard", 
which has taken his world by storm. One day, aclass bully named Morikawa decides to take 
"Blaster Blade" away from Aichi. 

 

11.00 Globo Loco (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 
How many heads of hair can a top stylist shave in the time it takes a top sheep sheerer to shear a 
sheep, also the burning rubber question is finally answered, how many smart kids can you fit into a 
smart car? 
 

11.30  Tricky TV (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

The kids realize that “The Event” is slowly creeping up to them. They set off to find more 
evidence that traces back to The Quantum Group and stop the event once and for all.  
They discover that maybe - just maybe - there is more than meets the eye to the founding 
members of The Quantum Group. Meanwhile, Nick and Ashraf are trapped in a Chinese 
restaurant that was besieged by an environmentalist bent of making sure that the 
restaurant stops serving Sharks Fin soup. Nick and Ashraf must find a way to make peace 
between the environmentalists and the bitter owner of the restaurant. 



 

 
 
 
okto SUNDAY  15  JANUARY  2012 
 

12.30PM Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   
Speed's journey to become a world famous racer has only just begun. Over the course of his first 
few days at the racing academy he has made both friends and enemies. A whole new world has 
opened up before his eyes. With the help of his friends, we see him overcome obstacle upon 
obstacle.  

 
1.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 14 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 
 
1.30  oktOriginal: Little Great Givers (Ep 1 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 

 
2.00  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 25 - 28 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: No Problem? (Eps 1 – 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 2 Ep 13 & Sr 3 Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 1 Ep 13 & Sr 2 Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

7.00         Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   
Speed and X need to work together as a team in order to win a multi-school racing tournament. But 
when an outside enemy starts to turn them against each other, it tests the limits of their bond. Can 
they learn to overcome their differences and lead the school to victory?  

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 25 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

While on a fossil hunt, the D-Team hears someone or something moving huge boulders 
underground.  Moving in to investigate, they spot the Alpha Gang, who are using their 
dinosaurs to excavate large pockets of Alpha Metal needed to repair the failing machinery 
that powers their base.  Guessing their archenemies are up to no good, the D-Team tries 
to put a stop to their mining operations, but no sooner do they enter the mines than do 
they encounter a Futabasaurus, a prize catch that is certain to attract the attention of the 
Alpha Gang. 

 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
Mimi has her hands full getting the students to be on their best behaviour when a VVVIP visits 
Starlight School. But things soon fall apart when everyone acts like slobs and become crude and 
disgusting. It could only be the work of the crude, disgusting super villain, Disgusto. Meanwhile, 
Lenny, desperate and out of work, secures a job as the school gardener, much to the 



embarrassment of Jeremy and Abigail, who ostracise and mock him along with the other kids in 
school. Until he discovers a secret evil genius working within the school’s premises. 

 

 
 

okto SUNDAY 15  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Jo Frost - Extreme Parental Guidance (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目)  

Jo meets a six-year-old girl, who suffers from furious tantrums, and a five-year-old girl, 
who is too frightened to sleep in her own bed. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Boys Over Flowers (Japanese Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)   

Tsukushi Makino (Mao Inoue) comes from a poor family, but attends Eitoku Gakuen, a 
prestigious high school for the nation’s rich and privileged. Naturally outspoken and 
independent, Tsukushi finds herself getting into constant trouble with the school’s ruling 
scions, a clique of four boys of high pedigree called “F4”. Fortunately for her, Tsukushi’s 
congenial nature, well-grounded personality and lust for life enables her to not only cope 
with her “foreign” surroundings but  eventually leads her into an unexpected romance with 
F4 leader, Tsukasa Domyoji (Jun Matsumoto), despite their huge differences in social 
standing. The feature film begins one year after graduation, where the drama series 
concluded. Tsukushi is about to reach an important milestone in her life: age 20 - 
adulthood in Japanese society. But she’s also about to be thrown into the middle of a 
major life-turning crisis? What has become of her relationship with Tsukasa since that 
stirring proposal of marriage that brought the two together a year ago? And what about the 
other F4 members? “Boys Over Flowers” fans around the world…will want to know! 

 
12.30MN        Close 

 

 
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto MONDAY  16  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 16 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Miss P has written a short play and the agents are acting in it. Each of them is a bear 
going off on a task! The agents enjoy themselves so much that they decide to find out 
more about the stage and acting in plays. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'perform' and the 
small word hidden in it is 'form' which means a shape or can also be a piece of paper with 
information. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, DiDi shows everyone how to do a Broadway Dance 
while Sham sets out on his ADVENTURE QUEST in search of a theatrical adventure 
which he finds in a costume shop! Sham gets to act out some of his favourite characters! 
In BBB, Miss P gets the children all excited when she leads them in a Showbuzz 
Showtime Exercise as princes, princesses, knights and warriors! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, 
Ling shows everyone how to make their own shoebox theatre. 
  

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 



 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

11.00               oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 16 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 16 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 21 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
okto MONDAY  16  JANUARY  2012 
 

5.00PM Flash & Dash (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 27 - 28 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Johny helps when Wayne is almost loses to Robin. Encouraged by Johny, Robin successfully plays 
his strongest skill. But at that very moment, Lena shows up and saves Robin. Everybody is shocked 
and feels suspicious about the mysterious mask group. On the other side, under the 
encouragement of Liam, Kelvin finally plays the skill of Water Tornado successfully, and wins John. 
Then another mysterious man shows up and saves John. At the same time, Sandy tells them that 
her brother leaves home with the best yoyo at 1A. 

 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Geronimo’s former professor, Franz Ravenrat, tries to steal all of the information in 
the world and use it to power his Databots and take over the world. His first 
information theft causes all of the computers at Benjamin’s school to black out just 
as Benjamin is showing off his new electronic pet, Max. As a result, Max gets the 
blame. Meanwhile, when Geronimo and Thea try to stop Ravenrat, the villain locks 
them in a closet. It falls to Max to save the day. 

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 131 / Schoolkids) 



Squidward cleans up the city of Bikini Bottom with “help” from SpongeBob.  SpongeBob 
brings Gary a pet that terrorizes him. 

 
7.30  Spirit Warriors (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids)  

Set in a mythical Ancient Chinese realm - the Spirit World is under threat and only 
Kung Fu Superhero Bo and her band of warriors can save it. There’s just one 
problem: they’re all 21st century kids from London and don’t have that much 
experience of conversing with an ancient dragon or battling evil spirits.  Bo is a 16 
year old Chinese girl raised in London. She, her younger sister Jen and reluctant 
companions Martin, Vicky and Trix are normal everyday kids; but once they are 
summoned into the Spirit World they find themselves transformed into heroic Spirit 
Warriors, each gifted with their own special power.   Guided through this exotic 
Spirit World by Shen, their imposing dragon mentor, they go on a quest, racing 
against their arch nemesis, the evil warlord Li and his general Hwang. If our heroes 
fail, the universe is doomed!  

 

8.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 42 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This week, Ooboo and Booboo get hands-on as they teach us how to create Claymation. 
Then both skools find their funny bone and dig deep into their artistic bag of tricks as they 
Face Off in the Comic Strip Challenge. Will it be a draw? Will somebody mistakenly strip? 
Will our hosts be banned from art forever? All will be revealed, only on KNOCKOUT! 

 
8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / R) 

The combination of toilet paper and a leaf blower can only equal mass amounts of FUN! One player 
steadily holds a wooden rod which threads a toilet paper roll while the other aims the blower and 
speedily gets the paper off the roll.  As the Blue and Red teams race head to head, pressure rises 
as they compete to be the first team to empty the rolls. 
 
 

 
 

okto MONDAY  16  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL  NIGHT: Hammerhead Headway (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

In a bold new experiment, a scientific team tracks the Hammerhead sharks in the open 
ocean.  The so-called Hammerhead Highway may be the key to understanding and 
ensuring this curious creature's survival. 

 

10.00  How To Take Stunning Pictures: Landscape (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Renowned landscape photographer Charlie Waite shares his secrets of how to get a 
stunning picture with two amateur snappers. 

 
10.30  Art And The City: New York (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Keeps visits New York and heads out from the surreal-theme Dream Hotel straight 
to Chelsea, the centre of the art market.  He chats with gallerist Anna Kustera before he 
heads to the studio of up-and-coming painter Francessa DiMattio.  He samples chocolates 
from Jacques Torres before visiting the Museum of Modern Art.   

 
11.00   Arts.21 (Ep 26 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Arts.21 reporters speak with philosopher Slavoj Zizek, theatre director Jette Steckel, and 
some up-and-coming product designers in Germany. 

 



12.00AM         Close 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY  17  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 17 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Sham walks in on Didi who is practicing her line dancing so that she can enter a competition with 
her grandparents. Sham tells her that his grandparents were mountain climbers in their younger 
days and Ling says her grandmother won a prize for making the biggest mooncake in the world! 
Miss P tells the agents that grandparents are indeed super duper special and they should find out 
more about them. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'thankful' and the small word hidden in it is 'tank' 
which is a container. Didi gets some very special visitors in ROCKIN' RHYTHM – grandparents! 
Everyone gets into line and has super fun in a Grand Line Dance. Sham's ADVENTURE QUEST 
takes him to a playground where he meets a friend and his grandfather. They play a game of 
football together where Sham is outplayed by the grandfather! In BBB, Miss P has some fun with 
the children and their grandparent when she shows everyone how to do the Grand Partners 
exercise! Ling makes a Grand Thank You card for grandparents in RAZZLE DAZZLE.  
 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 17 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Tweenies (Set 13 Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 17 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 22 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: The Seekers (Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 29 - 30 / Schoolkids / R) 



 
 
 
 

okto TUESDAY  17  JANUARY  2012 
 

6.00PM Blazing Teens (Ep 37 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Johny tries to find Dylan through Takashi, but is told that Dylan has left Falcon Team. And 
he finds out that Dylan’s U.S.’s teammate is in the mysterious mask group. He finally finds 
Dylan but is disappointed because Dylan gives up playing yoyo. During the search for the 
best yoyo, Liam knows Ben and becomes good friends. But then two mysterious men 
show up and request the best yoyo. Liam wins them and saves Ben. 

 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Benjamin guesses the correct number of jellybeans in a jar and wins a trip to Egypt.  
Thinking that this will make a good story, the whole gang goes to Egypt, where they meet 
up with Geronimo’s archaeologist friend, Professor Jafari.  Jafari tells them that tomb 
robbers have been stealing precious artifacts and that an amazing treasure – Ra’s golden 
scepter – could be next.  The Stiltons search for the scepter, get lost inside a spooky 
pyramid, and encounter a terrifying “curse”.  

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 132 / Schoolkids) 

   
7.30  Spirit Warriors (Ep 2 / Schoolkids) 

The warriors learn that the next spirit piece can be found in a town called Piaji – 
unfortunately it’s been taken over by the cruel ruler Yama. On their journey the warriors 
are attacked by Hwang and the ruthless Nian warriors. Once in Piaji they find it deserted 
and discover that Yama is in fact a spirit thief. After Jen is taken by Yama, the rest of the 
warriors must not only battle the spirit thief but also Hwang, who is hot on their trail. Will 
Bo and the team work out how to defeat Yama, free the town of Piaji and find the second 
spirit piece? 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Why Do We Cook Our Food? (Schoolkids / R)  

Cooking can take up so much time and effort you wonder why we don’t just eat our food 
raw. The Gastronuts find out by preparing a killer dinner from everyday food, cook in the 
wild like caveman and meet a chef who creates classic dishes from entirely raw 
ingredients. 

 
8.30  The Prime Radicals (Ep 12 / Schoolkids)  

When Uncle Norm needs to mail an oddly shaped top-secret package, the Rads call on a 
box designer to create the perfect 3D box out of a 2D net. 

 
 
okto TUESDAY 17  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Destination Truth (Season 4 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目)(PG)  

Josh and his team travel to Ireland in search of the banshee (a feminine spirit in Irish 
mythology), also known as the Irish angel of death. 
 

10.00  oktOriginal: Inside Job (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Inside Job delves behind the glamour and stardom that is most popularly perceived by the 
public.  Each episode will feature 3 key art industry professionals behind the well know 



faces e.g., Lead Singer, Dancer, Actor, Painter. Featuring professionals from a ballet 
physiotherapist to a literary translator, find out what is the Inside job and meet the people 
who do it. You will be surprised with the career opportunities available to make the arts a 
viable career, business and passion.  

 
10.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 42 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, Ooboo and Booboo get hands-on as they teach us how to create Claymation. 
Then both skools find their funny bone and dig deep into their artistic bag of tricks as they 
Face Off in the Comic Strip Challenge. Will it be a draw? Will somebody mistakenly strip? 
Will our hosts be banned from art forever? All will be revealed, only on KNOCKOUT! 
 

11.00  oktOriginal: Generation Next (Sr 3 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 

11.30  oktOriginal: Go Tutu Go (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY  18  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 18 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Ling is reading a story aloud to Sham and Didi who are listening very intently because Ling is such 
a great storyteller. Miss P is pleased that the agents enjoy reading so much because reading opens 
up a whole new world! She sends the agents out to learn more about stories and reading. THE BIG 
WORD of the day is 'character' which can be a person or an animal in a story. The small word 
hidden in it is 'rat', a small animal with a long tail that likes to eat cheese. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, 
Didi shows everybody how stories can also be told without using any words but with only actions in 
the Mime Dance. In ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham goes on a quest to find out how books are 
printed! He visits a printing press to see for himself how this is done. In BBB, Miss P takes the 
children on a Book Treasure Hunt where everybody imagines themselves to be pirates looking for 
treasure! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling makes a bookworm bookmark which she can use to mark the 
page when she stops reading! 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 13 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 18 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 1 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Mister Maker is an arts and crafts show with everything from brilliant arty techniques in 2D 
to fantastic things to make in 3D, to pictures made out of kids themselves.  Mister Maker 
combines live action, graphics and animation techniques to bring the world of arts and 
crafts to life in a ground breaking way.  Presented by a performance artist in an animating 
set, Mister Maker is a make and do show for 4 - 6 year olds that teaches and entertains in fun 



and imaginative ways.  By engaging the audience with its unique and innovative visual style, 
Mister Maker will make the audience want to have a go themselves. 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 18 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 23 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

 
 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY  18 JANUARY  2012 
 

4.30PM oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep105 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 31 - 32 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Ben thinks that Liam gets close to him just for the best 1A yoyo, so he quarrels with Liam 
and leaves. In order to win Liam, he gives the yoyo to the mysterious man. Johny 
encourages Dylan to play yoyo again. He asks Leon to play a game with them. Finally 
Dylan understands the responsibility of being a team leader.  

 
6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When a mysterious letter arrives from the Ratoff family asking for help, the Stiltons travel 
to Transratania and stay with their long lost relatives.  The Ratoffs all deny sending the 
letter and insist nothing is wrong, until Trap and Benjamin start to suspect the Ratoffs may 
actually be vampires!   

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 133 / Schoolkids) 

   
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R) 

The penguins compete against the lemurs in a game of capture the flag. This should be 
easy for the penguin team, but for some mysterious reason the lemurs keep beating them 
to the flag.  Mort is kicked out of the lemur habitat after he touches King Julien’s feet too 
many times. The penguins take Mort in and attempt to break him of his foot obsession. 



 

8.00  Ooglies (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids)  

 

8.30  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Recruits Sheryl, Lauren and Su Jin come together to rage battle with Loud Abacurse, a 
Maths munching monster in this week's episode of the Numbers Squad. 

 
 
 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  18  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Monster Fish: Ancient Beast (Sr 3 / Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Aquatic ecologist Zeb Hogan travels to mid-western American in search of the Mississippi 
paddlefish, one of the largest and oldest freshwater species on the planet. 

 
10.00   oktOriginal: Art Less Travelled - Puppets (Ep 4 / Local Culture)   

Art Less Travelled takes you off the beaten track to uncover some of Asia’s most 
spectacular and hidden art forms. In this episode, uncover the intricate performances of 
the stringed marionettes of Quanzhou in China, the ancient art of Thai puppetry with the 
Hun Lakorn Lek and the unique Water Puppets of Vietnam. 
 

11.00  Designer Travel: Miami / Amsterdam (Sr 1 / Eps 9 - 10 / Culture) 

Architect Chad Oppenheim, photographer Robin Hill, fashion designer Julian Chang and 
graphic designer Pres Rodriguez show us their works and take us on an "urban excursion" 
through Miami, the city in which they live and work.  Fashion designer Maikel Bongaerts, 
architect Rob Wagemans and industrial designers Marcel Wanders, Renny Ramakers, 
Ted Noten and Amie Norman show us their works and take us on an "urban excursion" 
through Amsterdam, the city in which they live and work. 

 
12.00MN     Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  THURSDAY  19  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 19 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Music plays a big part in Club M.A.G.I.C! The agents find a curious instrument in the club today and 
have no idea what it is. Miss P explains that it is an Asian musical instrument called the angklung, a 
handheld set of pipes made from bamboo. Miss P shows the agents how to play the angklung. The 
agents decide that they must find out more about Asian musical instruments.  THE BIG WORD of 
the day is 'orchestra' and the small word hidden in it is 'chest' which could either be a treasure chest 
or that part of our body where the heart and lungs are protected by the rib cage. In ROCKIN' 
RHYTHM, Didi shows how the children how to shake their booty in an Asian Fusion Rhythm dance! 
Off on another ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham, Adventure Boy decides to search of instruments used 
in an Asian orchestra. Sham learns how to play the veena, a traditional Indian musical instrument 
and the pāibǎn, a traditional Chinese musical instrument. In BBB, Miss P involves everyone in a 
exercise for hands and feet that follows Asian beats! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling shows viewers how 
to make a simple rice shaker. 



 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 19 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker makes a 'stone footprint', paints a fun firework picture that looks good 
enough to frame and squeezes a ship into a jar sailing on a sea of blue rice. Guess the 
answer to today's shape puzzle, and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' make a gigantic snail.  
 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 19 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 24 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: We Are R.E.M. (Sr 3 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

 

 
okto  THURSDAY  19  JANUARY  2012 
 

5.00PM Flash & Dash (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 33 - 34 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 39 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Liam uses the special power of his yoyo to play against four mysterious men. To 
strengthen the power, he asks Sandy to replace the old string with a new and stronger 
string, though that will hurt his fingers. But the four mysterious men are very strong, by 
only himself Liam feels difficult to defeat them. Meanwhile, Johny and Dylan decides to go 
and help after knowing that Liam is having a severe contest with mysterious men. 

 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 



A pretty young mouse named Mouselyn tells the Stiltons that Geronimo has been 
shipwrecked while on an expedition.  They all go out to sea in the Meta-mouse to find 
Geronimo, only to discover he’s been kidnapped by pirates, and Mouselyn is in on it!   The 
pirates plan to use the Meta-mouse to retrieve a sunken treasure, and it’s up to Thea and 
Benjamin to stop them.   

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 134 / Schoolkids) 

 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R) 

Marlene goes over to meet the newest zoo animal, and she mysteriously disappears. The 
penguins and lemurs attempt to rescue her, but they all are taken except for Kowalski, the 
last penguin standing. When Julien is taken to the zoo infirmary for acting even weirder 
than usual, Maurice is left in charge. Everything goes smoothly, until suddenly Maurice is 
acting even crazier than Julien ever did.  

 

8.00  oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧) 
Nick is off to Physics Camp, leaving Nick, Ronnie and Ashraf behind to continue the 
mission to stop “The Event”. The gang discovers of a man named Jonas who is true-blue 
brains behind The Quantum Group. It is thanks to his ideas, inventions and revolutionary 
mind that helped make The Quantum Group, the formidable entity it is today. Nick and 
Ronnie plan to find Jonas and get him to talk in order to find a way to stop “The Event” 
once and for all.  .Meanwhile, Ashraf is tasked to follow Lesley to find if she does indeed 
play a big role in causing “The Event”. As he tails Lesley from one location to another, he 
discovers that things are not what it seems. And then a package arrives and it’s from 
Lesley’s long-lost husband Andrew! 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

This week we’ll have Loyang Primary School,  Zhenghua Primary School and  Nan Hua 
Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 
 

 

   
okto THURSDAY  19  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: I Shouldn’t Be Alive – River Of Fear (Sr 4 / Ep 9 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

A man's rafting trip down the Colorado River turns deadly, when the raft capsizes and he 
is stranded alone on a sandy alcove in the dead of winter for a full week. 

 

10.00 Lonely Planet: Roads Less Travelled - Laos (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Lonely Planet founder Tony Wheeler practises what he preaches as he ventures down the 
roads less travelled in Laos, the only land-locked country in Southeast Asia.  He takes in 
elephant beauty contests, tribal "love huts" underground rivers and the enigmatic Indigo 
tribe as he treks, kayaks and motorbikes the backblocks of northwest Laos.   

 
11.00  Cities Of The Underworld: City Of Blood (Ep 10 / Culture)  

In Victorian times, crimes, poverty and lawlessness forced the people of London to band 
together to survive.  From body snatchers and serial killers to pagan rituals, Victorian 
Londoners lived by their own rules both above and below ground.  Host Don Wildman 
explores London from the bottom up and reveals some of the buried secrets. 

 
12.00MN         Close  



 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  FRIDAY  20  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 20 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Sham and Ling challenge each other to a skipping competition while Didi cheers them on and Miss 
P is the referee. Both Sham and Ling are declared winners and everybody cheers for a great 
workout! The agents decide to find out what other exercises they can do to keep fit. THE BIG 
WORD of the day is 'gymnastics' and the small word hidden in it is 'mat'. Didi plans a high energy 
dance/workout In ROCKIN' RHYTHM when she involves everyone in a Boxing Dance! In 
ADVENTURE QUEST, Sham, Adventure Boy goes on a quest for an Exercise-a-thon. He 
challenges a group of gymnasts and tries his hand at wrestling! In BBB, Miss P introduces a 
Stretch-a-cise to warm up the limbs and body. Miss P encourages everyone to exercise so that they 
can be strong and healthy. In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling makes an exercise armband. 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Mister Maker makes a mini tree out of twigs, shows how to make hilarious alien eyes and makes an 
ancient treasure map with a teabag! Guess the answer to the shape puzzle, and watch 'The Mister 
Maker Kids' make a huge desert island.  

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 25 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 



 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 

okto  FRIDAY  20  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 35 - 36 / Schoolkids / R) 
 
6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 15 / Local / Live / Schoolkids) 

 
6.30  okto @ The Movies: 102 Dalmatians (Movie)   

After a spot of therapy CRUELLA DE VIL is released from prison a changed woman 
swearing she'll never even look at fur again. Now devoted to dogs and good causes, 
she is delighted that CHLOE, her parole officer, has a Dalmatian family and 
connections with a dog charity. But the sound of Big Ben can reverse her therapy? 
It's only a matter of time before Cruella is plotting another "fur-ocious" scheme to 
get the perfect Dalmatian coat. The fun and mayhem shift into high gear as Cruella 
and her spotted prey romp through Paris in this fun filled spotted tail. 

 

8.30  Brilliant Creatures (Sr 5 / Eps 2 - 3 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

In today’s show meet some brilliant but very confusing raccoon dogs.  In the second of our 
American films find out how Stephen gets on trapping a very cross 2-meter alligator which 
has made his home in a Miami garden.  In the Brilliant But Deadly Top 5 creature 
countdown discover a whole host of creatures that could kill you in a matter of minutes, 
today it’s the Fat tailed Scorpion there is no antivenom for its sting and death follows in 
under two hours!  In Do It Yourself find out how poo can help you to become a Whose 
Hole Detective plus meet Rodney, a remarkable duck with a very unusual diet, Chinese 
takeaway.  Don’t know your stoats from your weasels or your frogs from your toads?  Well 
we’ll give you the knowledge to Spot the Difference in an all-new section of the show today 
its fearsome crocodiles and alligators.  In Do it Yourself we’ll show you how to build a 
home for some prickly creatures, the brilliant hedgehog tepee!  Gail travels to America to 
meet a girl who survived a vicious attack by a 2-meter bull shark and Gail and Stephen are 
challenged to milk a camel against the clock.   

 

 

okto  FRIDAY  20  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Into The Wilderness: Secret Yosemite (Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

Yosemite National park is home to a host of wide creatures ranging from the black bear 
and the bobcat to a variety of bats.  This programme goes beyond the tourist hotspots to 
explore the vast wilderness of Yosemite. 

 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Emma (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  
Emma continues her attempts to marry off Harriet and Mr Elton.  Although uninterested in 
marriage herself, she is intrigued by the mysterious Frank Churchill.  Jane Fairfax arrives 
in the village and a large piano is sent to her by a mysterious admirer - possibly Mr 
Knightley. 

 



11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Sense And Sensibility (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  
Marianne and Willoughby find themselves falling in love while Colonel Brandon is called 
away on urgent business.  Elinor is relieved when Edwards comes to visit but his strange 
behaviour leaves her confused.  When Willoughby announces that he has to leave, 
Marianne waits for the day that she can go and visit him but her world soon comes 
crashing down around her. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 
okto   SATURDAY 21  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 15 - 16 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Famous 5: On The Case (Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
While in Los Angeles, Allie takes her cousins to Scrappy Flapjacks Cowboy Town, a famous, Old 
West-themed amusement park, where Jo wins a small ceramic cactus as a carnival-prize.  But 
when someone breaks into the Kirrins’ beach house, the trail leads back to Scrappy Flapjacks, and 
the kids discover that someone there was trying to steal the ceramic cactus.  As they investigate, 
they discover that the cactus contains a component for a high-tech “sleep bomb,” a sonic device 
which induces a heavy sleep in all who hear it.  The “sleep bomb” is being smuggled into the 
country hidden inside the “prizes” by none other than colorful Scrappy Flapjacks himself.  Scrappy 
plans to use the device to rob a Beverly Hills jeweler, but the Five outwit the eccentric galoot and 
save the day. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Sr 14 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
Ash is on his way to Nacrene City, where his next Gym Battle awaits. Before he gets there, he 
decides to stop by the Pokémon Battle Club in Luxuria Town for a warm-up battle. He’s surprised to 
find his Unova region rival, Trip, is there, too! Ash challenges Trip to a battle, and although he’s 
reluctant at first, Trip eventually agrees to a five-on-five battle. The battle starts out with Trip’s 
Tranquill making quick work of Ash’s Oshawott and Tepig.  Meanwhile, at the Dreamyard, Team 
Rocket is surrounded by Officer Jenny’s police force! Unfazed, they stand their ground until a new 
agent named Pierce comes to their rescue, and they all glide safely out of sight. 
 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Pet Squad (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Mother Goose kidnaps the mayor and gets her to send a fake message from her “holiday” 
announcing her resignation.  Mother Goose puts herself forward as the only candidate ready to 
campaign for the job and campaign she does using Priscilla the Invisible Gorilla to confuse Pet 
Squad and throw them off the scent of where the real Mayor has been hidden. 
 



11.30  Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 14 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 
The Rangers must defeat the evil Splitface who steals people's spirits including the Yellow Rangers 
before the fall into an eternal sleep. 

  

12.00NN oktOriginal: Saved Or Slimed (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

This week we’ll have Loyang Primary School, Zhenghua Primary School and Nan Hua 
Primary School trying to save themselves from getting dunked & slimed! 

 
12.30PM       oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Recruits Sheryl, Lauren and Su Jin come together to rage battle with Loud Abacurse, a 
Maths munching monster in this week's episode of the Numbers Squad. 

 
okto   SATURDAY  21  JANUARY  2012 
 

1.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  Zheng He’s Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 41 – 42 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 oktOriginal: Stranger Than You! (Eps 1 - 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 3 / Eps 2 – 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 2 / Eps 2 – 3 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30 oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

  

7.00       Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Speed receives mysterious notes from his father, Speed Racer. But Speed and his 
friends are skeptical--could someone else be sending them? 
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Max and friends are enjoying a leisurely shopping trip when they spot the Alpha Gang 
robbing a local bank.  It’s no secret the gang suffers from Ursula’s reckless spending, but 
this seems too bold a move even for these shameless crooks.  Reese analyzes video from 
the crime scene and learns that the four villains they witnessed are in fact imposters who 
somehow look and act exactly like their Alpha Gang counterparts.  When Dr. Z makes the 
same discovery, and decides to join forces with his carbon copy, the D-Team must face off 
against the usual suspects times two. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 32 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Abigail’s standing as the coolest girl in school is threatened when Flora, a new exchange 
student, turns the charm on everyone. Jealous Abigail sets out to discredit the new kid on 
the block then has to make a hasty U-turn when Flora gives her a chance to get back in 
with the cool clique. Meanwhile, Lenny comes face to face with his humanity and a 



hammer-wielding robber and may finally have to accept the fact that he is a no longer a 
superhero. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

okto   SATURDAY  21  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM The World Pastry Team Championships (Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Eight of the best pastry chefs from around the world will represent their country and go 
head to head in an extreme, Olympian pastry challenge.  Putting their pastry expertise on 
display, these chefs will create some of the most decadent pieces of chocolate.   Each 
team will be judged on teamwork, skill, cleanliness, artistry, and above all, taste.  Only one 
country will win and take home the title of World Pastry Champion.  

 
10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Riverdance (Culture) 

The Riverdance Irish Dance troupe performs the famous "Riverdance" at Beijing Exhibition 
Centre, China.  "Riverdance" is a theatrical show consisting of traditional Irish 
stepdancing, notable for its rapid leg movements which body and arms are kept largely 
stationary. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  22  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 17 - 18 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Cartoons – Looney Tunes (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.31 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
When Zhao’s brother’s Power Team is practicing racing, Toby breaks up with Josh and Eugene. 
Toby quarrels violently with Josh. As a result, Josh challenges Toby, saying that if Toby can win 
him, Toby can be the leader of Power Team. They each choose a team member, but to show 
equality, Eugene cannot be chosen. Meanwhile, Karl wrangles with Frank because of a trifle. 
Therefore, when Karl comes across Toby, they fit in well. Toby chooses Karl to be his partner to 
join the competition. However, surprisingly, Josh finds Luke as his team member. After Josh and 
Toby act as team leader in turn, their strength and weaknesses are shown immediately. Ultimately, 
Josh wins the competition. And Toby realizes that his thought and behavior are wrong. Zhao 
Brothers become reconciled again, but it seems that there is contradiction between Frank and Karl. 

 



10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
When out on a camping trip, the class gets really scared when they find headless beetles covering 
a tent.  Alfred investigates and discovers the beetles are actually seventeen-year cicada - insects 
that live their lives hidden underground as nymphs before crawling to the surface and cracking out 
of their shells.  When a TV CELEBRITY comes to town, he’s suddenly drenched in water and 
threatens to write a bad review of Gnarly Woods.  Alfred discovers he was drenched by a cold-
water geyser that’s just started erupting.  

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
In order to take back his "Blaster Blade", Aichi continues to fight Kai in the card game, "Vanguard". 
Kai teaches thegame to Aichi while fighting him, and shows Aichi his overpowering skills at the 
same time. Aichi tries his best tobeat Kai, and puts up the fight of his life. In the midst of all this, the 
strange fate between Aichi and Kai is finallyrevealed. 
 

11.00 Globo Loco (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 
Can a crack team of skateboarders catch 6 catapulted cakes in 60 seconds, whilst airborne? And 
Father Jasen is peppered with stray handbags as a Ladies Bowls team compete to see who can 
get the handbags closet to his head. 
 

11.30  Tricky TV (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
Nick is off to Physics Camp, leaving Nick, Ronnie and Ashraf behind to continue the mission to stop 
“The Event”. The gang discovers of a man named Jonas who is true-blue brains behind The 
Quantum Group. It is thanks to his ideas, inventions and revolutionary mind that helped make The 
Quantum Group, the formidable entity it is today. Nick and Ronnie plan to find Jonas and get him to 
talk in order to find a way to stop “The Event” once and for all.  .Meanwhile, Ashraf is tasked to 
follow Lesley to find if she does indeed play a big role in causing “The Event”. As he tails Lesley 
from one location to another, he discovers that things are not what it seems. And then a package 
arrives and it’s from Lesley’s long-lost husband Andrew! 

 

 
 
 
okto SUNDAY  22  JANUARY  2012 
 

12.30PM Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

Speed is introduced to Dr. Chezco who has created the missing component for the Mach 
6's gasless engine. Upon realizing the implications of Dr. Chezco’s discovery, Zile and 
Annalise set out to sabotage the completion of the gasless engine. 
 

1.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 15 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 

 
1.30  oktOriginal: Little Great Givers (Ep 2 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 

 
2.00  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 29 - 32 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: No Problem? (Eps 3 – 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 3 / Eps 4 - 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 



5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 2 / Eps 4 - 5 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

7.00         Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

Speed, Connor and Lucy have been studying for the Redwood Rally all week. But they are 
completely caught off guard when Speed is mysteriously attacked by falling acorns and a 
Giant Connor. Who has been tampering with the virtual track? 
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 27 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

With funds running dangerously low, the Alpha Gang decides to use their dinosaur army to 
raise capital for continuing operations.  Reinventing a defunct amusement park, they open 
an all-new dinosaur-themed attraction, which draws record crowds.  But little do their 
customers realize, the realistic dinosaurs that wander the park are in fact not imitations at 
all.  Meanwhile, the D-Team arrives to check out this new dinosaur attraction, just as 
Alpha begins to lose control of their free-roaming dinosaurs. 

 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 33 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Its exam time and Lenny is more stressed out than Jeremy and Abigail. He camps out at 
the school to make sure his children are ready for their exams and unwittingly becomes a 
tuition teacher to similarly stressed-out parents looking for help with every single school 
subject. Meanwhile, a new teacher joins Starlight School and terrorizes all the students 
with his military-like ways and makes Mimi look incompetent while he sucks up to Principal 
Gomez. 

 
 

okto SUNDAY 22  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: World Chocolate Championship (Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Nineteen of the world’s best chocolatiers assemble in Paris to compete for the prestigious 
title of World Chocolate Master.  These elite pastry chefs must impress a panel of judges 
in five mouthwatering categories; hand-dipped praline, layered cake, gastronomic dessert 
platter, chocolate decorated haute couture hat and a final showpiece made entirely of 
chocolate.    
 

10.00  FILMART: 18 Grams Of Love (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)   

Two men write anonymous love letters to test if their wives are faithful. When their wives 
actually respond, the two men are left in a fix of what to do. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 

  

 
  



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  23  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 21 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Miss P and the agents have a cook-out and create a special dish called Pineapple Rice a 
la Club M.A.G.I.C! They have so much fun cooking together that they decide to find out 
more about cooking. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'crockery' and the small word hidden in 
it is 'key'. In ROCKIN' RHYTHM, Didi leads the children in a cook-a-dance which uses 
dance-inspired moves to represent cooking actions. Sham sets out on another 
ADVENTURE QUEST in search of a cooking showdown where he challenges another 
chef to cook the best tasting pasta. In BBB, Miss P does a Breakfast Cook-out exercise by 
pretending to cook a healthy breakfast! In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling shows everyone how to 
make their own apron that has the words 'I'm a positively good cook! 
  

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

11.00               oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 21 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker makes pattern pictures using a hole punch, shows how to make a pencil pen 
pal and a fantastic futuristic pasta robot! Guess the answer to the shape puzzle, and watch 
'The Mister Maker Kids' make a huge desert island.  

 
12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 21 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: OK! (Ep 26 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
 



 

 
okto MONDAY  23  JANUARY  2012 
 

5.00PM Flash & Dash (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 37 - 38 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Blazing Teens (Ep 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Johny arrives and help Liam to strike back the most severe attack from the four mysterious 
men. Dylan announces that the contest is finished, but Liam just can’t forgive the 
mysterious men, and insists to finish the game. Dylan says that he will take the 
responsibility and replaces the four men to play the game. Finally Liam wins Dylan, and 
everyone is motivated by Liam’s passion towards yoyo game. The game is over, but the 
story of Blazing Team continues. Johny, Liam and Kelvin start their journey of looking for 
their new teammates. 

 
6.30  CHINESE NEW YEAR SPECIAL: Camp Rock (Rock Along Edition) (Movie) 

When SHANE GRAY, the lead singer of the leading musical group Connect 3, needs 
to counter his bad boy rocker image, he is sent by his fellow band members NATE 
and JASON to music camp as a guest instructor. There, he meets camper MITCHIE 
TORRES, a teen girl with an extraordinary voice and a driving ambition to be a pop 
singer but unfortunately she can only spend her summer at the expensive camp by 
helping her mom work in the mess hall between classes. When Shane overhears 
Mitchie singing from behind closed doors, he sets out to find the girl with the 
beautiful voice. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 43 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This week, we wish you Gong Xi Fa Cai in the Year of the Dragon!  Old Skool and New 
Skool up their game as they Face Off in the physical and traditional Dragon Dance 
Challenge. Plus Ooboo and Booboo teach us how to create the perfect poster. And the 
Arts Adventurers go to extremes to bring you the best art in town..Or else. Find out more, 
only on KNOCKOUT! 
 
 

okto MONDAY  23  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           CHINESE NEW YEAR SPECIAL: Venom In Vegas (Part 1 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Animal adventurer and venom expert Donald Schultz spends ten days with 100 deadly 
snakes in a large glass box, in full view of crowds outside a casino in Las Vegas.  
Schultz's aim is to raise awareness for global snakebite victims and to prove that snakes 
and humans can co-exist. 

 

10.00  a-ok: How To Take Stunning Pictures: Action (Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Sports photographer Bob Martin knows how to get a winning shot.  From Agassi to Tiger 
Woods, Bob has captured them all in action.  In this exhilarating masterclass, which takes 
us from horse jumping and skateboarding to martial arts, Bob shows us how to nail that 
game-changing moment and make our shots bold enough to stand out from the crowd. 

 
10.30  a-ok: Art And The City: New Orleans (Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 



David Keeps is in New Orleans, where he visits artist Terrence Sanders and the Ogden 
Museum of Southern Art.  He tours the Warehouse Art District and listens to jazz and 
blues of "Little" Freddie King. 

 
11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 27 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 27 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 
12.00AM         Close 
 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto TUESDAY  24  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 22 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Miss P introduces classical music to the agents by playing a guessing game. The agents 
manage to identify the composers of 3 famous music pieces and then decide to find out 
more about classical music. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'composer' and the small word 
hidden in it is 'pose' which means to sit or stand in a particular way. Didi leads the children 
in a ballerina's tribute to classical music in ROCKIN' RHYTHM! She calls her dance the 
Ballerina Symphony. Sham's ADVENTURE QUEST takes him to a symphony hall where 
he pretends to be a member of the orchestra! In BBB, Miss P gets everyone to work on 
their posture which is very important for a performance. In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling makes 
a ballerina puppets.  
 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 22 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker creates a picture out of shells that looks amazing, makes a pop up card in 
under a minute and shows how to make a seriously spooky bouncy bat! Guess the answer 
to the shape puzzle, and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' build a huge tin of paint. 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 22 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Splash Zone (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 



 
 

okto TUESDAY  24  JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 39 - 40 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Peace in New Vestroia is short-lived with the invasion of a race known as the Vestals. In 
an attempt to stop his friends from being captured, Drago is separated from the core and 
heads to Earth to seek out Dan Kuso. Together, they head for Vestroia with Marucho in 
tow.  

 
6.30  CHINESE NEW YEAR SPECIAL: Camp Rock 2 - The Final Jam (Movie) 

Mitchie (Demi Lovato) and her friends return to Camp Rock for another summer of 
music and fun.  Fresh from a world tour, the rock band Connect 3 is hanging at their 
uncle’s Camp Rock all summer too – Shane (Joe Jonas) to pursue last summer’s 
crush on Mitchie, his band mates as moral support.  But across the lake glistens the 
new big-money, state-of-the-art Camp Star which has lured away many instructors 
and campers  putting the future of Camp Rock in jeopardy.  Mitchie decides to step 
it up by challenging the egocentric Luke Williams and his fellow Camp Star campers 
to a Final Jam – an end-of-summer performance duel, may the best camp win.  

 
8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) 

Does balancing an egg on a sprinkle of salt on a thin wooden beam sound impossible? 
The teams focus all their attention as they attempt to master the “balancing eggs” 
technique and stabilise the most eggs on their end of the beam. A time limit only adds to 
the mess. The tiniest disturbance can knock them all over, so watch as eggs smash 
everywhere! 

 

 
 
okto TUESDAY 24  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          CHINESE NEW YEAR SPECIAL: Venom In Vegas (Part 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Animal adventurer and venom expert Donald Schultz spends ten days with 100 
deadly snakes in a large glass box, in full view of crowds outside a casino in Las 
Vegas.  Schultz's aim is to raise awareness for global snakebite victims and to 
prove that snakes and humans can co-exist. 

 

10.00  a-ok:  Inside Job (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Inside Job delves behind the glamour and stardom that is most popularly perceived by the 
public.  Each episode will feature 3 key art industry professionals behind the well know 
faces e.g., Lead Singer, Dancer, Actor, Painter. Featuring professionals from a ballet 
physiotherapist to a literary translator, find out what is the Inside job and meet the people 
who do it. You will be surprised with the career opportunities available to make the arts a 
viable career, business and passion.  

 
10.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 43 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, we wish you Gong Xi Fa Cai in the Year of the Dragon!  Old Skool and New 
Skool up their game as they Face Off in the physical and traditional Dragon Dance 



Challenge. Plus Ooboo and Booboo teach us how to create the perfect poster. And the 
Arts Adventurers go to extremes to bring you the best art in town..Or else. Find out more, 
only on KNOCKOUT! 
 

11.00  a-ok: Generation Next (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 

11.30  a-ok: Go Tutu Go (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY  25  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 23 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Ling is doing some sponge painting in when she sees Sham trying to peel an orange 
without much success because his hand is injured. Ling offers to help but Sham gets a 
shock when she peels the orange without first washing her hands. This leads Miss P to 
explain the importance of hygiene. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'hygiene' and the small 
word hidden in it is 'hen'. Didi introduces the energetic Hands n Feet Dance in ROCKIN' 
RHYTHM! Sham's ADVENTURE QUEST takes him on a quest for some rest and 
relaxation for his tired feet! In BBB, Miss P gets everyone to work on cleanliness while In 
RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling makes a pair of glamorous flip flops. 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 23 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker makes an elephant peg holder in under a minute, draws into paint with a fork 
and shows you how to surprise your friends with a bug in a box! Guess the answer to 
today's shape puzzle and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' make an enormous crab. 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 23 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Double Chin (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY  25 JANUARY  2012 
 
5.30PM Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 41 - 42 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Mira, a Vestal who is part of the Bakugan Brawlers Resistance, takes Dan, Drago and 
Marucho to the Resistance base. However, they are opposed by another Resistance 
Brawler, Ace, who challenges Dan to battle. Unless Dan wins, he and Marucho will not be 
allowed to join the Resistance.  

 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Benjamin is handed a mysterious envelope and told to get it to Chester T.  No one knows 
who Chester T. is, but they do discover that the envelope contains a mysterious recipe.  
What is this recipe for?  Who is Chester T.?  The answers to these questions become 
even more critical when Geronimo is kidnapped and the gang must figure out where he is 
and how to rescue him. 

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 136 / Schoolkids) 

Squidward bets SpongeBob he can’t go a day without crying.  Mrs. Puff has to work 
through her summer break at the Krusty Krab. 

 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R) 

The penguins and lemurs face off in a race around the zoo. The penguins in a souped-up 
version of their car, and the lemurs in Alice’s zoo cart. The winner takes the losers car!  
Alice gives Rico a tummy-settling medicine just after he swallows a ticking time bomb. 
Now the penguins must find some way to make Rico regurgitate, before it’s too late! 
 

8.00  oktOriginal: The Diary Of Amos Lee (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Drama / Schoolkids)  

(电视剧)   

The Diary of Amos Lee is based on a series of three local best-selling children’s 
books of the same name. In this episode - I Sit, I Write, I Flush, AMOS is forced to 
act as a lame duck in his school play. In order to escape, Amos decides to pursue 
his dream by attempting to join the swim team. However, with only one spot 
remaining, Amos must register before his nemesis. MICHAEL, signs up first. To 
make matters worse, MUM makes Amos stay at home to babysit his little sister. 
With time running out, Amos must try every possible way to escape the flat and 
register for the swim team.  

 



8.30  oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

This week's chosen Maths elites Dhanabalan, Phoebe and Jacob compete for a place in 
the Numbers Squad as they complete the training missions and nab the Number 
Cruncher, Boa Subtractor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  25  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Monster Fish: Mekong Mystery (Sr 3 / Ep 4 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Dr. Zeb Hogan travels to Khone Falls, one of the world's largest waterfalls, in Laos. He 
hopes to see which channels giant fish use to migrate upriver to their spawning grounds. 

 
10.00   a-ok: Art Less Travelled - Props (Ep 5 / Local Culture)   

Art Less Travelled takes you off the beaten track to uncover some of Asia’s most 
spectacular and hidden art forms. In this episode, four amazing feats of endurance take 
centre stage. Be enthralled by the amazing Plate Dance from Xinjiang and the acrobatics 
of aerial tightrope walking. Hold your breath for the balancing acts of the Bench dance 
from the Philippines and the Rajasthan folk tradition of Bhavai, where one man balances 
up to 9 pots while standing on nails. 
 

11.00  a-ok: Designer Travel: London / New York (Sr 1 / Eps 11 - 12 / Culture) 

London is an international hub of creativity.  This episode provides a chic snapshot of 
London through the eyes and minds of some of the city's leading designers, such as 
architect Zaha Hadid, fashion designer Zandra Rhodes and industrial designer Alasdhair 
Willis.  This episode provides a chic snapshot of New York through the eyes and minds of 
some of the city's leading designers such as architect Hani Rashid, fashion designer Yeoh 
Lee Tend and interior designer Ilan Wasib. 

 
12.00MN     Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  THURSDAY  26  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 24 / Local Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Ling comes to the club to find that Miss P, Sham and Didi are nowhere to be found. She's 
puzzled until Miss P's magic gizmo buzzes and she realizes that the others have gone to 
check out some wonders of the world. THE BIG WORD of the day is 'landmark' and the 
small word hidden in it is 'mark'. Didi introduces the Egyptian Dance in ROCKIN' 
RHYTHM, teaching the children how to move, walk and dance like an Egyptian! Sham 
daydreams his ADVENTURE QUEST and in his daydream, his quest takes him to some 
amazing places in the world such as the Pyramids of Egypt, the Great Wall of China, the 
Great Barrier Reef and the Taj Mahal! In BBB, Miss P gets everyone to go on an Everest 



expedition by doing some mountain climbing exercises while In RAZZLE DAZZLE, Ling 
makes some models of the pyramids. 
 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 19 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)  
 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 24 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 7 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker uses all of his huff and his puff to make brilliant blow pictures and shows you 
how to make a crown fit for a king or a queen! Find out how to make a wonderful wool 
doodle, guess the answer to the shape puzzle, and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' build a 
fabulous fish picture.  

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Ep 24 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Double Chin (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 7 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

 
 
okto  THURSDAY  26  JANUARY  2012 
 

5.00PM Flash & Dash (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 43 - 44 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

To strengthen their attack against the Vexos, Dan offers to train Baron who gladly takes up 
the offer. However, Baron is afraid that Dan will find out that he lost Tigrerra to Spectra. To 
make matters worse, an accident occurs and he is forced to battle Shadow in the middle of 
training! 



 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The Stiltons go on vacation to Mousta Rica.  Benjamin and Thea go into the jungle looking 
for the legendary Temple of the Dragon’s Gasp, while Geronimo tries to catch some much 
needed rest and relaxation.  But when Benjamin and Thea think they see a real dragon 
and get chased deep into the jungle, the Stiltons all get pulled into a mystery that involves 
a lost tribe and an evil plot by Crunchrat. 

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 137 / Schoolkids) 

Mr. Krabs finds out that Plankton’s afraid of whales.  Gary falls for a snail named Mary. 
 
7.30  The Penguins Of Madagascar (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R) 

When the zoo starts feeding them imitation fish cakes, the penguins take matters into their 
own flippers and hatch a plan to hijack a fish delivery truck.   During a very cold New York 
day, the rats show up and challenge the penguins to a hockey match. The losers have to 
leave the ice.   

 

8.00  oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids) (电视剧) 
Nick and Ronnie finds Jonas who is a little cuckoo thanks to being locked up by Simon. 
The kids jostle Jonas for information about “The Event”. As the day goes by, everyone 
begins to realize that Jonas may not just be a random genius...he could very well be from 
somewhere...or some time else.  Meanwhile, Anthony is kidnapped by Simon’s minion. 
Lesley and Nick must find a way to gather the ransom and save Anthony once and for all. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Team Word (Ep 1 / Debut / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Scramble, fumble and tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only 
tests your spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Two 
teams pit against each other using big Letter Tiles in three different challenges. The 
team that scores the most points wins. This week we’ll see Meridian Primary School 
pits against Henry Park Primary School. 

 
 

okto THURSDAY  26  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: I Shouldn’t Be Alive – Hike Into Hell Canyon (Sr 4 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) 

     (益智节目) 

A 21-year-old young woman and her dog take a walk to a nearby village via the Grand 
Canyon.  But they take a wrong turn along the way.  With little supplies, she and her dog 
survive.  
 

10.00 a-ok: Lonely Planet: Roads Less Travelled - Cambodia (Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Travel writer Tamara Sheward explores the roads less travelled in Cambodia.  She blazes 
a motorbike trail through the heart of the Cardamom Mountains, man handles a boat the 
hard way across Tonle Sap Lake and discovers why you have to go through to get an 
Angkor temple all to yourself these days. 

 
11.00  a-ok: Cities Of The Underworld: Barbarian's Lair (Ep 11 / Culture)  

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Europe was plunged into chaos for centuries with mass 
bloodshed, rampant disease and vicious carnage regularly raging through the streets.  But 
below them, another world was carved out to keep the people alive and enemies on their 
toes.  Don Wildman tracks down the darkest secrets of the Dark Continent, buried deep 
below Europe's streets. 



 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  27  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00AM           My Friend Rabbit (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Hurray For Huckle (Season 1 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker shows how to make ancient looking buried treasure, splat monster pen pals 
and a super squashy foam boat that really can float! Guess the answer to the shape 
puzzle and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' make a brilliant butterfly picture. 

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  My Friend Rabbit (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Double Chin (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 45 - 46 / Schoolkids / R) 
 
6.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 16 / Local / Live / Schoolkids) 



 

 
 
 
okto  FRIDAY  27  JANUARY  2012 
 
6.30PM okto @ The Movies: George Of The Jungle (Movie)   

Based on the classic cartoon of the '70s, the box office hit George of the Jungle 
swings from comedy to romance to action-adventure with a sharp blend of humor, 
slapstick and dazzling special effects. Raised by apes in the jungle, George 
(Brendan Fraser of Encino Man), falls in love with beautiful career woman, Ursula 
(Leslie Mann of Last Man Standing) who takes him to the city to live as a civilized 
human. However, a homesick George is ultimately compelled to return to his jungle 
habitat to fight off poachers and defend his animal friends, including Ape, a 
distinguished, intelligent gorilla voiced by veteran comedic actor John Cleese (A 
Fish Called Wanda). With Ursula by his side, George finds that love conquers all as 
he regains his rightful position as King of the Jungle in this fun and entertaining 
film. 

 

8.30  Brilliant Creatures (Sr 5 / Eps 4 - 5 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

The studio is overflowing with puppy power when we meet some of the littlest and largest 
(and cutest) pups in the world.  In the Brilliant But Deadly Top 5 creature countdown 
discover a whole host of creatures that could kill you in a matter of minutes, today it’s the 
lethal funnel web spider. Gail and Stephen travel to America to track down the biggest cat 
in the world, he weighs ½ tonne, stands 4-meters on his back legs, his dad was a lion and 
his mum was a tiger it’s the magnificent Liger!  Meet some very lovable water voles and 
find out how to spot the difference between two of the UK’s most brainy black birds the 
crow and the raven.  We’ll show you how to Do It Yourself and attract clouds of beautiful 
butterflies using special UV paints and pens. In the latest of our American films Gail and 
Stephen go swimming with the biggest land animal in the world the brilliant and very 
surprising African elephant. Don’t know your frogs from your toads or your crocodiles from 
your alligators; Well we’ll give you the know how to spot the difference, today it’s the turn 
of stoats and weasels.  Plus meet Bella the Springer spaniel whose unusual diet nearly 
cost her life, she gobbled down 600 stones in under an hour! 

  
 

 

okto  FRIDAY  27  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Emperors Of The Ice (Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

In the frozen wilderness of Antarctica, the emperor penguin has perfected the art of 
survival.  But global warming gives birth to huge icebergs and the consequences could be 
disastrous for the emperor penguin. 

 
10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Emma (Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Emma and Frank lan a ball and Emma wonders whether she might be in love with him.  
With her matchmaking officially abandoned, Emma feels bored so Mr Knightley suggests a 
day trip to Box Hill for a charge of scene.  He tells Emma that he suspects Frank and Jane 
to be secretly in love. 

 



11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Sense And Sensibility (Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  
Marianne learns the full extent of Willoughby’s betrayal and wrongdo ing from Brandon, 
who reveals that Willoughby was disinherited by his aunt after getting a young girl 
(Brandon’s own ward) pregnant. Willoughby then ran off to London to – successfully - find 
himself a rich heiress to marry. The shock of this news is severe for Marianne and her 
health begins to deteriorate. When Elinor learns that Edward intends to honour his 
engagement to Lucy Steele, even though this means being disinherited by his mother, she 
and Marianne decide to leave London. They are both heartbroken. They stay with Mrs 
Jennings’s daughter, CHARLOTTE PALMER, in Cleveland where Marianne falls gravely ill. 
Brandon helps Elinor to nurse Marianne back to health and they finally return, with great 
relief, to their mother’s home in Devonshire. With Willoughby and Edward both seemingly 
gone, all looks lost for the Dashwood girls, until a surprising turn of events.... 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto   SATURDAY 28  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 17 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 19 - 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Famous 5: On The Case (Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
A spate of earthquakes alarms Max, but the Kirrins have more pressing matters to attend to when 
they spot an interloper digging in a hole in front of their beach house.  The intrusion coincides with 
an encounter with Chase Novak, a smarmy, has-been TV star who tells the Kirrins he is producing 
a reunion-movie based on his old TV series, and he plans to shoot an action scene on the beach 
outside their house.  But the Five discover that this is a ruse to keep them from noticing that a 
secret slant-drilling operation is passing beneath their house, originating from a secret site in the 
nearby foothills.  The perpetrators are illegally drilling for offshore oil, and the noise of their activities 
have been driving the local marine mammals to distraction.  Luckily for the environment and its 
wildlife, the Kirrins figure out that Chase Novak is a bad guy, and they track him to his offshore 
yacht to put an end to his illicit oil-hunting scheme. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 36 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Sr 14 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
Ash and the gang stop to take a lunch break on their way to the Nacrene City Gym. While eating, 
they spot a most unusual Dwebble - one that doesn’t have a stone on its back to protect itself from 
its enemies. They watch as it finds a rock it likes and carefully carves it into the perfect shape. But 
as soon as the work is finished, three other Dwebble appear and steal the stone away!  Our heroes 
offer to help Dwebble get its home back from the thieving trio. Dwebble is quite independent and 
wants to take care of things by itself, but Ash convinces it to let him and his friends even the odds a 
bit by splitting up the three bullies. Cilan’s delicious Pokémon food is the perfect distraction, and 
Dwebble uses its wits and strength to defeat the villains one by one and reclaim its rock home! 



 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
 

11.30  Power Rangers Samurai (Ep 15 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 
Jayden is poisoned by Octoroo during his attempt to discover the Red Ranger's sealing symbol, 
which can lock away Master Xandred forever. 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Team Word (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
Scramble, fumble and tumble your way in the newest word game show that not only tests your 
spelling abilities, but your speed, agility and teamwork skills as well! Two teams pit against each 
other using big Letter Tiles in three different challenges. The team that scores the most points wins. 
This week we’ll see Meridian Primary School pits against Henry Park Primary School. 

 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: The Numbers Squad (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

This week's chosen Maths elites Dhanabalan, Phoebe and Jacob compete for a place in 
the Numbers Squad as they complete the training missions and nab the Number 
Cruncher, Boa Subtractor. 

 
 
 
 
 
okto   SATURDAY  28  JANUARY  2012 
 

1.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  Zheng He’s Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 43 – 44 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 oktOriginal: Stranger Than You! (Eps 3 - 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 3 / Eps 6 – 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 2 / Eps 6 – 7 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00  oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 5 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30 oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

  

7.00       Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

After a freak accident, Speed is trapped inside the malfunctioning virtual track with 
Annalise. Can they put their differences aside and work together to get out alive? 
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The D-Team is searching the limestone walls of a classy neighborhood for fossils they can 
use in a school project when their Dino-holders detect a dinosaur appearance nearby.  
They reach the Therizinosaurus just as the Alpha Gang closes in for its capture.  On close 
inspection, however, Max realizes something is out of the ordinary with this dinosaur.  It is 



in fact another of Dr. Z’s pet projects - one that he has trained and instilled with enhanced 
strength and ability.  Max and friends work desperately to save the dinosaur from Z’s 
clutches, but their enemies are determined to turn its special powers to their own evil 
ends. 
 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 34 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

A deadly new virus threatens to turn all Starlight School students into blithering idiots. It 
has already infected top schools in Singapore and the virus looks unstoppable. Mimi, 
Grandpa, Jeremy and Abigail suspect the source comes from within Starlight School. 
Lenny tries to get his old job at the Online News Network back. He gets the green light to 
cover a story about the pressures of exam stress on parents only to find that Damian 
Chong has beaten him to it. Things come to a head when everyone discovers and comes 
face to face with a new super villain, Professor Mental. 

 
 

okto   SATURDAY  28  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM Hunter Hunted (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

An Amazonian village is attacked by stealthy, night time predators - leaving mysterious 
questions and seven people dead.  

 
10.00  CENTRESTAGE: Lang Lang - The Third Dimension (Culture) 

Chinese pianist Lang Lang plays music by Prokofiev, Albeniz and Chopin. 
 

11.00  CENTRESTAGE: Lang Lang In Schonbrunn (Culture) 

At 26, Lang Lang is already considered as one of the top pianists in the world. He made 
his international breakthrough at the age of 17, and has since been performing with all 
major orchestras and leading conductors. In this concert, the young Chinese artist – the 
"pop star" of the international piano elite – dazzled his way into the hearts of the audience 
with his rendition of Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 2. "His mighty, lightning-fast finger 
acrobatics were virtuoso and technically perfect – amazing to the eyes and ears." (Wiener 
Zeitung)  
 

12.55MN         Close 
 
 

 
 
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  29  JANUARY  2012 
 

7.00AM           SamSam (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  Fimbles (Sr 1 Set 1 / Ep 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 



8.00           oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C (Sr 3 / Eps 21 - 22 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  The Green Squad (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
The Green Squad are in Brazil traveling in a hot air balloon with their Uncle Mark above the virgin 
forest. There is no better way to observe the life that abounds on the ground of the immense forest. 
Claire, Thomas, Julian, and Wifi are camping atop the trees in an inflatable raft and observing the 
magnificent macaws of Brazil. Uncle Mark is captured by parrot poachers and is saved only through 
the courage and cunning of the Green Squad, who remembered a few things their uncle taught 
them about botany. 

 

9.32 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
Frank and Karl quarrel because of a trivial, and they even disrupted at the end. Their friends can't 
make them recon ciliate despite great efforts. It means that Flash Team is facing the fact of being 
dismissed. Tina learns something from Luke’s words, so she finds Power Team to help her. It turns 
out that Power Team challenges to battle with Power Team. Forced by Tina, Josh has to take the 
challenge. As what is expected, with a common enemy, Frank and Karl come together to fight 

against Power Team.     
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
The town lake is going to be used for a sporting event but when they go to the lake they see it’s 
covered with foam.  They clean it up, but it comes back the next day!  Alfred investigates and 
discovers that litchi fruit has fallen into the lake. When the water is disturbed, it cause a foaming 
action.   Milo doesn’t know what to write about for the school newspaper. Nothing seems interesting 
enough until it starts raining fish!  Out of nowhere fish drop from the sky. Alfred, Milo and Camille 
investigate and discover that a water spout occurred.  It’s like a tornado but it’s over water and often 
sucks things out of the water, dumping them elsewhere! 

 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Emi, Aichi's younger sister, finds it strange that the normally boring Aichi seems to be a lot more 
cheerful lately. Oneday, Emi spots Aichi being led off by some mean looking guys after school. 
Worried that he might be in trouble, Emifollows them right to the shop called "Card Capitol". 

 

11.00 Globo Loco (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 
The World’s first piloted washing machine race between a jockey, house wife and washing machine 
engineer, plus will granny manage to break the egg strapped onto the forehead of a top British 
Heavyweight boxer in a no holds bout of 45 seconds? 

 

11.30  oktOriginal: The Diary Of Amos Lee (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

12.00NN oktOriginal: Nick Of Time (Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
Nick and Ronnie finds Jonas who is a little cuckoo thanks to being locked up by Simon. The kids 
jostle Jonas for information about “The Event”. As the day goes by, everyone begins to realize that 
Jonas may not just be a random genius...he could very well be from somewhere...or some time 
else.  Meanwhile, Anthony is kidnapped by Simon’s minion. Lesley and Nick must find a way to 
gather the ransom and save Anthony once and for all. 

 

 
 
 

okto SUNDAY  29  JANUARY  2012 
 

12.30PM Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

After stealing the Chezco chamber, Zile and Annalise keep it hidden until they can 
meet with the head of the committee. Speed and X have no choice but to sneak 



into Zile's tower and take back the Chezco chamber. 
 

1.00  oktOriginal: oktoLIVE! (Sr 4 / Ep 16 / Local / Schoolkids / R) 

 

1.30  oktOriginal: Little Great Givers (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
2.00  Horrid Henry (Sr 2 / Eps 33 - 36 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: No Problem? (Eps 5 – 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Jobs For Juniors (Sr 3 / Eps 8 - 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R)  

(益智节目) 

 
5.00 oktOriginal: The Adventures Of Super Einstein (Sr 2 / Eps 8 - 9 / Local Info-ed / 

Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.00 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 6 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

6.30  oktOriginal: The Mad Science Manual (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

7.00         Speed Racer: The Next Generation (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

With Speed and Annalise rescued from the virtual track, Zile tries to regain full control of 
the track's mainframe. Little do they know that the virtual track has one last surprise in 
store for them. 
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

A dinosaur appearance calls the D-Team to Kenya, where they meet an acquaintance of 
Dr. Taylor’s who is working to stop a team of big game poachers. Unfortunately, the Alpha 
Gang and these poachers had already met and decided to pool their criminal skills.  With 
the help of Ursula’s T-Rex, the team quickly rounds up countless rare African animals, 
while continuing their search for the latest dinosaur.  When Max and friends try to put an 
end to this new poaching alliance, however, the leader of the poachers gets a more 
ambitious idea: to capture Chomp for sale on the black market! 

 

8.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 35 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Zero Hero (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Comedy / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Life as normal human beings proves to be too tough for the Wong family. Their home 
resembles a garbage dump and their personal hygiene is in the pits. The stench is so bad 
that the Wongs’ neighbours think there’s a dead body in the house and complain to the 
press that Grandpa Wong could be murdered. Since they haven’t seen him in months. 
Damian covers this story and puts a spin on it that makes our heroes look worse than 
zeroes. 

 
 
 

okto SUNDAY 29 JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Jo Frost - Extreme Parental Guidance (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Info-ed)  

(益智节目)  



Jo helps a frustrated mother who can't keep her two unruly young sons under control. She 
comes to the rescue of a three- year- old girl who can't stop scarring herself. 
 

10.00  FILMART: The Message (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)   

April 26, 1940, former Nationalist vice president Wang Jingwei made peace with Japan 
and set up a Japan-supported regime during World War II, a puppet government.  Oct 10, 
during an anniversary ceremony of the government, a Wang government high official was 
assassinated.  Taketa (Huang Xiaoming), chief intelligence officer of the Japanese 
Imperial Army, believed that it was an action of an underground anti-Japan group “Old 
Gun”.  He believed there was a mole, nicknamed Old Ghost” inside the Wang 
government’s Anti-Communist Command.  Determined to catch Old Ghost, Taketa sent a 
false telegraph and arrested 5 suspects who saw the telegraph, bringing them to the 
closely-guarded fortress Qiu Castle.  They are Anti-Communist squad captain Wu Zhiguo 
(Zhang Hanyu), Bai Xiaonian (Su Youpeng), an aide to the commander, chief telegraph 
decoder Li Ningyu (Li Bingbing), mailroom staff Gu Xiaomeng (Zhou Xun) and military 
intelligence director Jin Shenghuo (Ying Da).  Taketa and Wang Government’s intelligence 
chief Wang Tianxiang (Wang Zhiwen) need to find out the “Old Ghost” in five days.  
Staying in the closed fortress for five days, the suspects were tormented from constant 
interrogations.  They began snitching against each other for their own survival, and there 
were more and more horrific physical torture coming up.  The interrogators were getting 
impatient, and the tormented suspects were about to lose their sanity. 

 
12.00MN        Close 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  30  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           My Friend Rabbit (Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

11.00               Hurray For Huckle (Season 1 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 9 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker shows how to paint wonderful wooly picture, creates crazy creatures with 
cotton buds and shows you how to make a musical instrument with straws! Guess the 
answer to the shape puzzle and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' build an extraordinary duck 
picture.  

 
12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  My Friend Rabbit (Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Double Chin (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 47 - 48 / Schoolkids / R) 

 
 

 
okto MONDAY  30  JANUARY  2012 
 

6.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Marucho heads out in search of a Bakugan partner to aid the Resistance. He meets Aquos 
Elfin and asks her to be his partner, but the pair end up challenging Mylene to a duel. 
Known to be cruel to her existing Bakugan, Mylene might just win Elfin as a new Bakugan!   

 

6.30  Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When a ghostly figure appears in the old west town of Cactus Gulch, scaring away most of 
the residents, Geronimo and the gang go there to solve the mystery.  At first, it looks like 
the Creepy Cowboy is really Wade Whiskers, grandson of Wily Whiskers, who swore 
revenge on the town.  But Geronimo suspects there may be more to this mystery than 
meets the eye. 

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 137 / Schoolkids) 

Mr. Krabs finds out that Plankton’s afraid of whales.  Gary falls for a snail named Mary. 
 
7.30  Spirit Warriors (Ep 3 / Schoolkids) 

Whilst hunting for the next spirit piece the warriors head to the monkey kingdom where 
they are quickly ambushed by the monkey people. Jen and Trix are captured, but Jen 
discovers that they can save themselves by challenging the current monkey king. By 
proving that she’s funnier than him, Jen wins and becomes their new leader. However her 
newly found power goes to her head and when Hwang arrives at the monkey palace with a 
secret weapon Jen learns that being in charge is not all fun and games. 

 
8.00  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 44 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This week, we get serious and wacky at the same time. Ooboo and Booboo teach us 
about the various forms of art with enlightening tidbits. Then Haikel, Anna Belle, Jermaine 
and the Challenger of the Week Face Off in one of their most difficult challenges yet - 
Indian Musical Instruments. Check out all the tradition and tantrums, only on KNOCKOUT! 
 



8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 18 / Schoolkids / R) 

Creativity and persistence come in handy today.  The teams are each given a small 
polystyrene ball with attached hooks, paperclips and plasticine.  In 4 minutes they need to 
construct a ball that sinks as slowly as possible.  At the end of the time, teams will face off 
as both sinkers are placed in different plastic tubes filled with water and tested. The 
slowest sinker will claim the win for their team!  

 

 
 
okto MONDAY  30  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: World's Weirdest Animals: Freaks In The Ocean (Ep 1 / Debut /  

Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Some of the strangest, most fascinating and bizarre creatures on the planet take 
centre stage in National Geographic’s World’s Weirdest Animals, a three-part 
special that uncovers life on earth in its most unusual forms. Dive deep into the 
realm of creepy aquatic creatures, search for odd land animals with weird features, 
and take to the skies to see strange creatures that don’t need wings to fly.  This 
episode uncovers some of the world’s most bizarre water-dwelling creatures. 
Among them are a fish with a transparent head, an octopus which camouflages 
itself as a rock, a plant and even as a snake to capture prey, a lizard which literally 
walks on water, and a fish which "walks" on dry land to find a mate. 

 

10.00  a-ok: How To Take Stunning Pictures: Animals (Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Award-winning photographer Tim Flach is famous for crossing over from commercial 
animal pictures to fine art photography.  In this programme, Tim shares his secrets of 
great animal photography with two amateur snappers. 

 

10.30  a-ok: Art And The City: London (Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Keeps goes to London where he stays at The Church Street Hotel close to the art 
schools.  He marvels at the astounding Tate Modern and takes in the historical V & A 
Museum's tearoom designed by William Morris. 

 
11.00   a-ok: Arts.21 (Ep 28 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Arts.21 reporters talk to two writers of tomorrow and ask why so many opera houses are 
performing Wagner’s Ring Cycle this season. Film maker Oskar Roehler explores his 
family history in his debut novel, which he is also adapting for the screen. 

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 28 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode reports on the tenth Berlin Fashion Week, the famous Brigg umbrella of 
England, a candy-making Swiss family, and an exhibition featuring comic book heroes. 

 
12.00AM         Close 
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MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto TUESDAY  31  JANUARY  2012 
 

9.00AM           My Friend Rabbit (Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

9.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   Zoboomafoo (Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Hurray For Huckle (Season 1 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mister Maker Comes To Town (Ep 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Mister Maker shows you how to make a crazy cobweb picture, uses rubbish to make 
brilliant art and creates terrific animals out of tissue paper! Guess the answer to today's 
shape puzzle, and watch 'The Mister Maker Kids' make an enormous boat.  

 

12.00NN   Backyardigans (Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  My Friend Rabbit (Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Zoboomafoo (Ep 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Yo Gabba Gabba (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: In Our House (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00  oktOriginal: Double Chin (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: GX5 (Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
 

5.00  Flash & Dash (Ep 19 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Horrid Henry (Sr 1 / Eps 49 - 50 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

With one Vexos being defeated after another, Gus Grave decides to confront the 
Resistance. He goes to Alpha City where Dan takes him on in battle, but can Dan defeat 
the number two brawler among the Vexos? 
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okto TUESDAY  31  JANUARY  2012 
 

6.30PM Geronimo Stilton (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The King of Whiskiristan invites the Stiltons to his country for a millennial celebration, 
including a balloon race, the winner of which will receive the priceless Emerald Chest.  To 
Geronimo’s chagrin, the king plans on competing in the contest, and expects him to 
compete as well!  But when mysterious “accidents” start to befall the king, the Stiltons 
must discover who wants to get rid of him and why.    

 
7.00  SpongeBob SquarePants (Ep 138 / Schoolkids) 

Mr. Krabs opens a Dinner Theater at the Krusty Krab.   SpongeBob takes his pals to 
Texas to see Sandy in a squirrel rodeo. 

 
7.30  Spirit Warriors (Ep 4 / Schoolkids) 

Bo and the warriors move from the realm of wood to that of water in the hunt for the next 
spirit piece. They soon find it in a ramshackle shop. However Vicky’s bad feelings about 
the piece are proved right when they realise this spirit piece is cursed with bad luck. After 
a disastrous battle with Hwang and the Nian, the team discover that their only option is to 
travel to the Temple of the Four Winds, where they can cleanse the piece of its curse. 
However, once at the temple they will each have to confront their own worst nightmares.  

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Is There More To Fish Than Cod ? (Schoolkids / R)  

Fish and chips is a great British institution, but why do we only seem to eat cod and 
precious few other fish? Stefan and the Gastronuts sample the scariest fish the ocean has 
to offer, try fish so fresh it’s actually raw and have a go at fishing for, gutting and cooking 
their very own fish. 

 
8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R) 

When you look at a drawn maze in a mirror, it’s easy to mix up which way is backwards 
and which is forwards. With two mirror-maze boxes the teams race against each other to 
keep within the ‘maze boundaries’ and be the first team to complete the challenge. 

 
 
okto TUESDAY 31  JANUARY  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Destination Truth (Season 4 / Ep 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)(PG) 

Josh and his team investigate a "haunted" prison on a Panamanian island and try to track 
down a huge beast, known as Argentinian Bigfoot, in the Andes. 

 

10.00  a-ok:  Inside Job (Ep 14 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Inside Job delves behind the glamour and stardom that is most popularly perceived by the 
public.  Each episode will feature 3 key art industry professionals behind the well know 
faces e.g., Lead Singer, Dancer, Actor, Painter. Featuring professionals from a ballet 
physiotherapist to a literary translator, find out what is the Inside job and meet the people 
who do it. You will be surprised with the career opportunities available to make the arts a 
viable career, business and passion.  

 
10.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT (Sr 4 / Ep 44 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, we get serious and wacky at the same time. Ooboo and Booboo teach us 
about the various forms of art with enlightening tidbits. Then Haikel, Anna Belle, Jermaine 
and the Challenger of the Week Face Off in one of their most difficult challenges yet - 
Indian Musical Instruments. Check out all the tradition and tantrums, only on KNOCKOUT! 
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11.00  a-ok: Generation Next (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 

11.30  a-ok: Go Tutu Go (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 


